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PSI in Brief

PSI in Brief

The Paul Scherrer Institute (PSI) is a multi-
disciplinary research centre for natural sci-
ences and technology. In national and inter-
national collaboration with universities, other
research institutes and industry, PSI is active
in elementary particle physics, life sciences,
solid state physics, materials sciences, nu-
clear and non-nuclear energy research, and
energy-related ecology.

The institute's priorities lie in areas of basic
and applied research, particularly in fields
which are relevant for sustainable develop-
ment, as well as of major importance for
teaching and training, but which are beyond
the possibilities of a single university depart-
ment. PSI develops and operates complex
research installations which call for espe-
cially high levels of know-how, experience
and professionalism, and is one of the
world's leading user laboratories for the na-
tional and international scientific community.
Through its research, PSI acquires new ba-
sic knowledge and actively pursues its appli-
cation in industry.
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Foreword by the Director

Foreword

Thanks above all to the enterprise of the past, an outstanding level of educa-
tion and training, and research of worldwide quality, Switzerland, although
poot in raw material resources and relatively over-populated, has succeeded
in achieving a very high level of prosperity. We now hold major aces in our
hands, such as social stability, good schools and universities, and an excel-
lent infrastructure, right in the heart of Europe; but to secure the future we
need to ensure that we do not let slip the advantages of our location and in-
ternational competitiveness in the fast pace of the modern world.

This means that the Swiss economy has an urgent, continuing need for the
highest level of training, research, and development. With research expendi-
ture at 2.7% of the gross national product, Switzerland may be at the fore-
front among the industrialized nations; however, because we have no natural
resources for the production of goods, apart from water, maintaining a lead-
ing position in research and development is vitally necessary for the country.
Traditionally in Switzerland, private industry contributes about 70% of the ex-
penditure for research, with the remaining 30% coming from the public sec-
tor. The latter predominantly finances fundamental research, with less fund-
ing for applied research, and scarcely any for development work.

Fundamental research is very risky, difficult to plan and more long-term ori-
ented but, however, contains the potential for revealing what is truly new, the
unexpected, possibly even providing quantum jumps in knowledge. PSI oper-
ates predominantly within this sphere of research and it is here that it pro-
vides its contribution to teaching and research in the universities. This is
achieved in particular by the construction and operation of unique research
facilities, which are used by a wide-ranging national and international scien-
tific research community. Every year more than 600 externally-based scien-
tists come to work at PSI, and during 1995 more than 230 doctoral candi-
dates worked at PSI research facilities and on PSI research projects. This is
PSI's contribution towards training our future research and development
community.

Applied research serves to support private industry in the development of
new products and processes, which must be internationally competitive. In
addition to this, applied research is a forge for the leaders of the future, for it
is here that young university graduates can prepare themselves for working
in industry. The aim should be for applied research to be performed increas-
ingly in close partnership with industry, since this is where market knowledge
is, and market knowledge is an essential factor in the success of a «product».
However, partnership also means sharing benefits and profits, as well as
costs.

As a national laboratory making significant contributions towards both funda-
mental and applied research, the strength of PSI lies above all in its excellent
research facilities and considerable experience in working with them. An ex-
tensive new research resource will soon be ready for operation: The
spallation neutron source (SINQ). In 1995 this facility formed the focal point
of our investment for the future. It will provide new opportunities in the field of
research into the structure of materials, extending those resources already
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available at PSI. and will enable new knowledge to be acquired. We are an-
ticipating that this will attract hundreds of researchers from home and abroad.

We have achieved the goal set for 1995 in increasing the beam current of the
proton accelerator. This can now be operated with a 1.5 mA proton beam,
putting it at the forefront internationally. This high proton current is an impor-
tant precondition tor a high-power neutron source, and here PSI has done
pioneering work.

Investing in new research resources requires long-term planning. The run-up
time from the development of an idea through to its realization is between 5
and 10 years. We are planning research facilities today which will not go into
operation until after the year 2000. This means that we are investing, above
all, in the future of the next generation of researchers; and this calls for fore-
sight regarding the needs of science and research in ten years time and be-
yond. It is generally expected that new and improved methods in the field of
understanding of material structure, and in the micro-structuring and nano-
structuring of materials, will bring about major innovations, and that these fun-
damental discoveries will be a key factor in the development of competitive
products and processes. We have accordingly launched the 3LS Project -
the Swiss Light Source. Thanks to oir experience in building highly-ad-
vanced research installations, the PSI team has succeeded in defining a
project proposal for a synchrotron source wh.ch has won significant attention
from all over the world. The breadth of possible applications of this research
instrument in biology, physics, chemistry, and the material sciences, up to
nano-technology and its long-term industrial potential, has not yet been
reached. In addition, projects in the fields of energy and environmental re-
search could also be major beneficiaries of this tool for interdisciplinary re-
search. In 1995 the ETH Council decided to support the SLS project, which
will require total investment costs of 165 million Swiss Francs over a period of
5 years. The documentation relating to the presentation of a report to Parlia-
ment is currently in preparation.

The realization of the SLS will change the structure of PSI in a number of
important respects. The SLS will raise the proportion of personnel involved in
the operation of large-scale facilities from the present 45% to about 55%, and
so considerably strengthen the user-taboratory function of PSI. It is then to be
expected that the number of external users will again increase significantly:
we estimate that from the year 2001 there will be well over 1.000 outside us-
ers at PSI. for projects on the accelerators, SINQ, SLS, and other facilities. It
is possible that a kind of «campus atmosphere» may develop at PSI, which
will prove beneficial well beyond regional, cantonal, and national boundaries.
Through its international contacts and attractiveness, PSI would increasingly
become a major focal point for intellectual leaders among researchers. In the
long-term, this will enable Switzerland to make a real contribution to the re-
search community in Europe, while at the same time investing its resources
within the country itself. We are confident that, despite the difficulties of the
financial situation, we have identified the signs of the times and have set our
priorities accordingly, and that such an investment in the future can be real-
ized.

In the past year, too, we have not only been planning and building major facili-
ties, but we have also put new facilities into operation and obtained some in-
teresting research results. As examples, we could mention a few highlights:
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• In the field of medicine, we have further developed the treatment of deep-
seated tumours using protons, and we are now in a position to control the
proton beam in three dimensions in such a way that we can treat deep-
seated malignant tumours in the human body while achieving maximum
preservation of healthy tissue. In co-operation with university and can-
tonal hospitals, we shall be carrying out a clinical programme on the new
proton therapy facility to enable conclusions to be drawn as to whether
and how this technology can be introduced into routine radiation therapy
in clinics.

• In 1995, we achieved another milestone in the treatment of eye
melanomas with protons, with the two-thousandth patient being treated.
Our technology has in the meantime been copied in other countries, and
is being used in France, Belgium, and Italy, for example.

• Under contract to the European Space Agency (ESA), we have con-
structed radiation detectors which have been installed in international re-
search satellites and in a space station. During 1995 we have been gath-
ering data which will lead to important new understanding of the earth's
radiation belts.

• We have developed a new type of process, employing a focused ion
beam, which will convert cheap semi-conductor lasers into high-quality
light sources, and with which light-emitting diodes can be provided with a
spectral identification code. Both are attracting interest for application in
communications and measurement technology.

• We have further optimised our membrane technology for low-temperature
fuel cells, and thereby achieved, for the first time, power outputs of 200
Watts at high power densities from a cell stack in the laboratory.

• In conjunction with the worldwide concern for novel concepts to make nu-
clear energy production even safer, and independent of human error, we
have successfully tested, in a large-scale experiment and in collaboration
with industry, the thermal-hydraulic behaviour of a passive decay-heat re-
moval system for various accident scenarios.

Many other research ideas have led in 1995 to sometimes surprising results.
A few have fallen short of expectations, it is true, but, because research is
long-term and subject to risk, this can never be excluded.

In general, competition is becoming stronger in the world of research, too. At
PSI, however, we have established very good preconditions to meet this
challenge successfully. What is needed is flexibility, a strong sense of per-
sonal commitment at all levels, and very good team-work on the part of all
concerned. We shall then succeed if we develop a common understanding
for our task and if we develop the culture of PSI according to our guiding prin-
ciples, and always seek to apply this, whatever we are doing. We have made
progress over the past year with regard to developing a stronger corporate
identity with the Institute, and I would like to express my gratitude to all mem-
bers ot the staff who, through their commitment, have contributed to our
many fine research results and towards achieving a common «cultural under-
standing».

Meinrad K. Eberle
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Highlights 1995

In this chapter we have compiled summaries of some of the events which shaped 1995 at PSI.
The real highlights for PSI are always, of course, exciting new research results, which will be de-
scribed in later chapters. At this point, we would like to inform you about other aspects, which
nevertheless make a not unimportant contribution towards successful research: specifically,
about new and improved research facilities, and about our wide-ranging forms of contacts,
whether these be with the world of science and education, with politics and industry, or with the
public at large. A selection of highlights from the year 1995 have also been described in con-
densed form in the newsletters for the media, PSI-News, and all of the '95 issues of PSI-News
can now be ordered as a single unit.

The SLS test facility takes shape.

The Swiss Synchrotron Light Source, SLS. has been presented in the last
two annual reports. On the way to the realization of this far-reaching project,
1995 saw the fundamental decision reached by the ETH Council to build the
SLS, provided that the Federal Council and Parliament agree. In order to ap-
ply the very latest findings and technologies for the SLS, we want to gain
practical experience in advance on a test installation; we shall, for example,
be conducting experimental studies on how electrons should be generated
and optimally transported in the storage ring, in order for SLS to achieve peak
performance. This requires outstanding characteristics of the circulating
bunches of electrons. The picture shows the first part of the SLS test facility,
completed in 1995.

Over the years, PSI has invested a considerable proportion of its resources in
the further development of existing equipment, as well as in the conception
and realisation of new research installations. We have succeeded in com-
pleting a number of developments during 1995, and bringing innovations into
use, so that now the fruits of this work are ready to be harvested.

During the year being reported on we put the new proton therapy facility for
deep-seated tumours into operation, and it has successfully passed every
test which has been made with it. On 30 January 1996 we were able to cel-
ebrate its commissioning, and first treatments are planned for the first half of

'96. What possibilities lie in this facility and in PSI's new radiation methodol-
ogy, and why they are unique in the world, can be seen in the chapter
«Theme 1995: Proton Therapy at PSI». Another facility for proton therapy at
PSI is OPTIS. In 1984, this was the first facility in Europe for treating eye
melanomas with protons. By the end of 1995 we had successfully treated
2,000 male and female patients, with high precision (see also «Theme
1995»). Thanks to this pioneering achievement by PSI, this form of therapy is
now experiencing a breakthrough elsewhere in Europe, too.

In 1995, the accelerator specialists at PSI achieved their goal and concluded
the improvement of the particle accelerator facility. The new peak inten-
sity of the proton beam is really remarkable, considering that the accelerator
complex is more than 20 years old. Thanks to careful further development,
the beam intensity striven for was achieved in September 1995. This further
massive boost to the world record performance of the PSI ring cyclotron is
good news for the international user community. In addition to the fields of
elementary particle physics and medicine, those scientists in particular will
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benefit who are researching the atomic structures of matter using neutrons.
The goal which has now been achieved with the proton accelerator is of ex-
treme importance for the new neutron source at PSI, SINQ. Supplied with
this high proton intensity, SINQ will be able to supply sufficient neutrons
when it goes into operation in 1996.

The large-scale facility PANDA provides real-life simulation of the sequence
of events in the case of serious accidents at future nuclear power stations.
Under new safety concepts, cooling after such an event should take place
without human intervention, i.e. functional inherent safety. At the end of 1995
the team successfully concluded a series of experiments of international in-
terest on the PANDA facility.

Exchange among experts

As in previous years, numerous conferences, workshops, and seminars were
held at PSI during 1995, or organized by PSI research groups. We shall only
mention a few of these here. Ecaart (European conference on accelerators
in applied research and technology) was a major European conference, or-
ganized by PSI and ETH Zurich, and dealing with the latest accelerator de-
velopments for application-oriented research. In particular, this related to the
use of the different types of radiation which accelerators can deliver for the
study and modification of materials. The theme of the ICANS XIII conference
was the growing significance of neutrons for ever-increasing areas of re-
search. ICANS is a network of those research institutes which are involved
with advanced neutron sources, and that also includes PSI, with its spallation
neutron source, SINQ, now under construction.

ICANS XIII: Visit to the spallation neutron source, SINQ
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PSI Summer School on neutron scattering. Zuoz

Another successful specialist event was the third PSI Summer School on
Neutron Scattering in Zuoz. One hundred and twenty participants from 17
countries came to Zuoz, in August 1995, in order to be initiated into the mys-
teries of neutron scattering within magnetic materials, an area of research
which is going to be of major importance for SING. Twenty-six lecturers, of
international repute capably presented the widely varying aspects of magnet-
ism, not only in a formal manner, but also with illustrations, bridging the gap
between scientific phenomena and practical application. The Applied Solid
State Physics Department, as every year, issued invitations to an information
day at PSI Zurich. The scientific advisory board discussed the current re-
search programme, and PSI staff as well as the academic superiors of doc-
toral candidates were invited to presentations of the projects and to view the
research facilities.

Information day at Solid State Physics
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Accolades for PSI Researchers

The year 1995 again saw different researchers and research groups from
PSI honoured with prizes for their outstanding achievements.

In March 1995. Joel Mesot received the IBM Prize for outstanding work in
solid-state research. For the first time, he had succeeded in proving, by
means of neutron scattering, the inhomogeneous nature of high-temperature
superconductivity, and finding an explanation for it.

Börje Larsson. head of the Institute for Medical Radiobiology of PSI and the
University of Zurich, was honoured in recognition of his pioneering work in
the area of brain radiosurgery. The International Stereotactic Radiosurgery
Society awarded him the Fabrikant Award 1995 in July 95, in Boston, USA;
the first person to be so honoured.

Michael T. Gale, Karl Knop and Rudolf Morf received the coveted SPIE
Award 1995 for technological advance, in July 95 in San Diego. USA.
SPIE, the Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers, honoured the
PSI trio for the development and practical implementation of a new type of
security feature, difficult to counterfeit, for credit cards, bank notes, etc. This
prize has been awarded since 1979, and went this year to Europe for only the
second time, and for the first time ever to Switzerland.

For an «attractive and unique piece of scientific work». Gerhard Bart, Olaf
Gebhardt, Ernst T. Aerne and Matthias Martin were awarded the SGK
Prize (Swiss Society of Nuclear Specialists) in August, in Bern, for the study
of the burn-out behaviour of fuels using secondary ion mass spectrometry.

Peter Kuhn was awarded the prize from the Swiss Society for Thermo-
analysis and Calorimetry, as «Young Researcher of the Year, 1995».

Outstanding research in solid-state
physics: Joel Mesot

• • *?&•-<

Pioneering work for brain radiosurgery:
Börje Larsson (left)

Guests at PSI

During the course of 1995 we were pleased to welcome to PSI a consider-
able number of personalities from the fields of education, politics, and the
economy, to present to them some aspects from our research programmes
and to enter into a fruitful exchange of information.

Within a very short time of taking office, PSI was honoured by a visit from the
President of the Board of the Swiss Federal Institutes of Technology,
Francis Waldvogel, as well as the Vice-President and Delegate, Stephan
Bieri. We were able to provide them with a general overv.ew of PSI as it is
today, by way of presentations and a visit to the research facilities.

In January 1995, PSI played host to the Governing Council of the Canton
of Aargau, the canton in which PSI is located. The main topic of discussion
was co-operation in matters of teaching and research in the tripartite ar-
rangement of PSI. HTL Windisch (as a future technical university), and the
universities in Zurich.

Members of the Business Inspection Commission of the Swiss Council
of States rounded off an inspection of PSI in April 1995 by visiting research
projects and installations, and complimented PSI on its excellence. The pic-
ture on the following page shows Council members Bieri, Onken and
Schallberger in our Fuel Cell Development Laboratory.
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Explaining the PSI fuel cell to interested members of the Parliamentary Business
Inspection Commission.

On the occasion of the visit by the CVP Party from the Swiss Federal Parlia-
ment to Aargau, we welcomed Federal Councillors Flavio Cotti and Arnold
Koller to PSI. More than 100 politicians, took advantage of the opportunity to
acquaint themselves more fully with PSI and its research capabilities.

At the invitation of the PSI Directorate, Parliamentary members of the Social
Democratic Party of Switzerland visited PSI in May 1995, and were in-
formed of changes in emphasis in research and the future research strategy
at the Institute.

The CVP with Federal Councillors
Flavio Cotti and Arnold Koller, during
their Parliamentary Party's visit to PSI.

Also in May 1995, the Swiss Management Association (SMG) held their An-
nual General Meeting at PSI. SMG members took this opportunity to find out
more about trends in research, and about PSI's current and planned activities.
This event proved to be of wide interest, and more than 150 members from all
over Switzerland made their way to PSI.
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PSI tour by the Swiss Management Association.

Young visitors

A large number of groups visit PSI every year. In particular, it is young peo-
ple, pupils from all levels and types of secondary and vocational schools, as
well as students from technical colleges and universities, who learn about
PSI and its research in this way. Two special events should be briefly men-
tioned in this respect. The PSI Autumn School for University Entrance
Level Students f;om the Cantons of Aargau and Solothurn was held in 1995
with the theme: More quality of life for all - more science and technology, or
less? Specialists from PSI attempted to demonstrate, through examples, that
it can be particularly important for young people to make a contribution to-
wards a better future by means of modern science and technology. The
youthful visitors made this week into a real success, with their enthusiasm
and thirst for knowledge, as well as with their criticism and questions about
the ethics of scientific work.

PSI Autumn School for high-school
graduates.
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In November 1995, the PSI Women's Forum, which the Directorate set up in
1995, organised a PSI Girls' Day. With the aim of providing them with a
clearer picture of natural science and technology as possible choices of pro-
fession, we invited girls from upper middle schools in the region to get to
know the work and motivation of female PSI staff for a full day. This first Girls'
Day at PSI proved such a resounding success that we shall certainly repeat
it.

PSI Girls'Day

The PSI Women's Forum, as part of the theme of «Women in Natural Sci-
ences and Engineering», explores the question of why women who are pur-
suing a career in the natural sciences have chosen to do so. Replies to this
question were provided, for example, by young female students from both
Switzerland and abroad, who have carried out a practical part of their studies
at PSI.

Young women in the natural sciences and engineering

Annette Himmler, lirunswiek
Technical University, (icrniunv:
•• The specialist field of "Metal
technology" and practical t:\er-
i'ises in mv \< hoof's own work-
shop wive me the inspiration to
study mechanical engineering. /
find the versttiile nature oj this
coursi1 of study, and the consider-
able number of points of intersec-
tion with other specialist areas,
absolutely lascimtiin^. ••

Katherine Rosset. Queen's
I'niversitw Kingston. Canada:
•• Ijixinccrinx has taught me to
use math and science to solve
problems in ereitlive ways. I
chose to In1 a (ieo-invironmen-
tal f.n^ineer because I like
learning about the eunh's
natural systems and I can use
this knowledge to help present1

the environment. ••

Esther Heiser, l Hivcrsitv of
Zurich: •• I have always been
interested in die processes of
nature: whx flowers produce new
leaves in spring: how substances
arc created in plants: how a
single cell de\ clops into a
complex living creature. My
biology coarse helps me track
down the answers to questions
like tli'ese. ••
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quv von klareren.
l nivcrsitx oj Eindhoven,
Hollttinl: -1 am \tndvini;
chemical engineering at
Eindhoven. When I was still a
child, inv (dther used to take me
to different kinds o)f' technical
installations, am/ that awoke mx
interest in technology. ••

Tamara Hither. I 'nivcrsitv of
lurne: •• / decided to study
ehcmisirx because it is a
practical subject (/.\ well as
theoretical. After I have finished
mx training. I would like to work
in the field of environmental
ehemistrx. ••

Karina Schäfer. I 'nivei sitx of

Haxrenth. (icrmanx: •• I am
reading for a graduate decree in
biology, bectmse / am very
interested in ecology. I would
<//w like to work more in the
open, if possible in environmental
protection. ••

In discussion with the general public

Our exchange of information with the media, visits by the media to PSI, and
the regular appearance of the media bulletins, PSI-News, all make an impor-
tant contribution, albeit an indirect one, to our dialogue with the general pub-
lic. A more direct link is our contact with people; for example, when looking
after visitor groups or on the occasion of external lectures and exhibitions. In
1995, PSI staff from the Energy Research Departments took part in two exhi-
bitions: Energy Days in Wettingen, held as part of the «Half-time Energy
2000» campaign; and the European Environmental Engineering Fair, M.U.T.
95, in Basle. In this context, PSI presented its research work in electro-
chemistry, solar chemistry, photovoltaics, and the subject of material cycles.
The numbers of visitors was very encouraging, especially at the M.U.T. In the
main, those who attended came from industry, and were primarily interested
in the practical applications of PSI research.

Etergy days at Wettingen. M.U.T. 95 the environmental engineering exhibition at Baste.
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PSI in Figures and Structure

Finances

PSI had a budget of 158 million Swiss Francs at its disposal in 1995, accord-
ing to the estimate of the Board of the Swiss Federal Institutes of Technology-
Additional, external funding amounted to about 28 million Swiss Francs, pro-
vided to PSI either in return for carrying out contract research for private-sec-
tor clients such as NAGRA. power stations, etc.. in the context of research for
Federal departments such as BEW, HSK. etc.. from the Swiss National Fund,
or from other research promoting bodies such as the National Energy Re-
search Fund (NEFF).

Staffing

Total 1995 year-end staffing at PSI amounted to the equivalent of 880 PSI-
funded full-time positions, of which 670 were permanent posts. Somewhat
more than 200 additional equivalent full-time positions are externally funded,
approximately 120 of which are in the field of energy research. PSI has a cur-
rent complement of about 130 doctoral students. In addition, there are about
100 students who are funded by a university, but are nevertheless completing
their doctoral studies at PSI (Figure 1). PSI also supervises a large number of
diploma students, and somewhat over 40 apprentices are currently gaining
their professional/technical qualifications here.

Figure 1: Doctoral studies at PSI. This
figure shows the distribution, by
discipline, of doctoral candidates at
PSI. At present, some 230 students
are pursuing their research at PSI. of
whom 15°o are women.

Engineering Sciences 11%

Chemistry 20% \

Allocation of Funds
Of the total 1995 PSI budget of 158 million Swiss Francs, approximately 38°o
was committed to solid-state and materials sciences research. Somewhat
over 30°o was spent on energy research (nuclear energy and general energy
research), while the remaining resources were allocated to nuclear and parti-
cle physics and to the life sciences (Figure 2). Construction work on the
spallation neutron source SINQ again absorbed about 10% of PSI resources
in 1995.

The last few years have seen a considerable transfer of staff resources (Fig-
ure 4), in line with the new orientation for PSI as laid out in the strategic plan.
In 1995. a further ten positions were removed from nuclear energy research,
and assigned for the build-up for a future operations team for SINQ. The re-
duction in positions was compensated for by the transfer to external funding,
enabling us to avoid any reduction in performance.
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Total Budget 1995: 158 million Sfr. (PSI funds)

Allocation to subject areas

Life Sciences 13%

Solid State and
Materials Science
Research 38%

Nuclear and
Particle Physics 17%

General
Energy Research 14%

Nuclear
Energy Research 18%

Figure 2: Allocation of funds to PSI research areas. Running, capital, and infra-
structure costs are apportioned to the research areas according to their usage. In
addition to nuclear and particle physics research, PSI's cost-intensive accelerator
facilities are increasingly being used for solid-state and materials sciences research,
as well as in the life sciences for radiation therapy and the creation of radio isotopes.
These costs are included in the figures shown in this chart.

Sources of external funding, 1995

Total 28 million Sfr.

Medical
Research Foundation

Electricity
Generation Industry

EU/ESA

Swiss National Fund

BEW/BBW/KWF

Figure 3: Sources of external funding. Contract research brought in approximately
28 million Swiss Francs to PSI during 1995. About 40°o of this was derived from the
electricity generation industry and NAGRA, predominantly for financing research into
nuclear energy. Somewhat more than a third was provided by Government agencies,
in the context of research support and sectoral research grant aid. Some 15°o of
external funding came from industry and from private research funding bodies, and
10°o was contributed by programmes of the European Community and the Swiss
National Fund.
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PSI Staff
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Figure 4: Personnel development by departments. The PSI-tunded staff count has
remained roughly constant during 1995, The trend towards external funding in FA.
the Nuclear Energy Research Department, continued in 1995. There has also been a
reduction in the number of PSI-funded posts over the past few years in F2 (Life
Sciences), where routine production of isotopes has been terminated. The F5
Department (General Energy Research) has benefited from the reductions in F2 and
F4, as has F3 A/B (Solid State Research and Materials Science Research).
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Theme 1995: Proton Therapy at PSI

After surgery itself, radiation therapy is the second most effective treatment for malignant tu-
mours, one of the most frequently encountered diseases in our society. The objective of radiation
therapy at the Paul Scherrer Institute is the destruction of tumorous tissue by means of the
charged particles known as protons. Protons are particularly well-suited for this purpose, because
they display their greatest effect deep within the body, inside a tumour itself. Thanks to a univer-
sally unique radiation methodology, the new proton therapy facility at PSI enables a radiation
dose to be adapted very precisely to the generally irregular shape of a tumour, and thus allows
healthy tissue to be even better protected.

PSI specialists, with their experience and skill in this field, have
been developing, refining, and testing their technique with a great
deal of care. Thus, in January 1996, PSI was able to inaugurate
the first proton therapy facility in Europe for deep-seated tu-
mours. Treatment is scheduled to begin in spring 1996 for the
first patients, who will be referred for proton therapy by clinics in
consultation with the PSI Radiation Medicine Division.

Better radiation therapy means:
• More precise adaptation of the

radiation dose to the shape of
the tumour

• Higher doses of radiation in the
target volume (tumour plus
safety margin)

• Lower radiation burden on
healthy bodily structures

• Greater possibilities of cure
• Reduced side-effects
• Better quality of life
• Acceptable treatment costs

1. Radiation therapy and its significance

One in three people in Europe faces the likelihood of suffering from cancer in
the course of their lifetime, and 70% of these will need radiation therapy dur-
ing their illness. At present, only about 45% of all diagnosed tumours can be
cured, where the term «cure» means that the person affected will survive for
more than five years without further symptoms. At the present time. 22% are
cured through surgery, 12% by radiation therapy, 6% by a combination of
both methods, and the remaining 5°o by other procedures and combinations,
including chemotherapy.

This makes radiation therapy the second most effective form of treatment,
and. in cases involving inoperable tumours, it is often the only one possible.
The great importance of improving the treatment by means of selected types
of radiation and modern techniques is therefore obvious, and. as new devel-
opments at PSI show, the possibilities have not yet been exhausted.

Radiation therapy is. like surgery, a localized treatment method: in other
words, it combats tumours of limited extent. It cannot be replaced by thera-
pies which affect the whole body, such as chemotherapy and immunotherapy
(systemic therapies).

Radiation therapy is a form of treatment in which either X-rays or gamma
rays (photon therapies) or particle beams (e.g. proton therapy) destroy tu-
mour cells. The aim of each further development in radiation therapy is to
eradicate tumours entirely, while at the same time giving ever better protec-
tion to healthy tissue.

Photon therapy is today the established form of treatment, but those treat-
ments involving charged particles, such as protons, show particular prom-
ise for improvement. Proton therapy may not be new, but it is still a chal-
lenge, indeed an art. to utilize its full potential. \n the fight against malignant
tumours, proton therapy is a milestone in modern radiation therapy.
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How radiation therapy works
If a charged particle, such as a proton, passes through a cell, or comes to
rest in it, the cell nucleus is damaged by the energy which the proton de-
posits (the dose). Under certain circumstances, however, the cell is capa-
ble of repairing this damage. The challenge of radiation therapy is to ad-
minister the dose in such a way that tumour cells have no chance of re-
pairing themselves, and, without exception, die off; healthy cells, on the
other hand, should suffer no major damage and be able to recover.

Radiation dose
A radiation dose is a measure of the energy absorbed in a material, such
as bodily tissue. The biological effect of radiation, however, depends not
only on how much energy is deposited in the cells (the energy dose), but
also how it is deposited (the equivalent dose). Differed types of radiation
are accordingly given different weighting factors in radiation protection sci-
ence; for example, photons are allocated the factor 1, and alpha radiation
a factor 20. In each case, it is the energy dose which is measured.

• Dose units
- For the equivalent dose: 1 Sv (Sieved)
- For the energy dose: 1 Gy (Gray)

• Average annual radiation dose for the population of Switzerland, 1994
(without therapy doses): approx. 4 mSv (milli-Sievert)

Atomic bomb tallou!
Chernobyl accident
Nuclear rciiclots.
industry, hospitals,
minor sources, etc
0,2 mSv

Radon and its
decay products
1,6 mSv

Radiation due to natural
rnd ion uc I id es m Ihe body
0.38 mSv

For comparison: Typical proton therapy dose
(locally in a tumour): 60 Gy

Dose limit values per year from controllable radiation sources
- for persons not exposed to radiation in the course

of their professions: 1 mSv
- for persons exposed to radiation in the course

of their professions: 20 mSv
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Fig. 1: PS! Proton Therapy for tumours
of the eye using a proton beam with a
short penetration depth (OPTIS). An
example of the success of treatment is
demonstrated by these photographs of
the inner eye, taken through the pupil;
before proton treatment (top), and one
year after it (bottom).
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2. Proton therapy up to now: Worldwide and at PSI

Proton therapy is not in itself something new, but is based on extensive and
positive experience. In contrast, what is new is the PSI treatment method for
tumours deep within the body, the spot-scan technique, with the compact
Gantry, which rotates the proton beam around the patient.

A patient was treated with protons for the first time in 1954 at the Lawrence
Berkeley Laboratory in California (USA), and the first proton therapy pro-
gramme in Europe ran between 1957 and 1976 at Uppsala (Sweden). In the
USA. the Harvard Cyclotron Laboratory and the Massachusetts General
Hospital in Boston started proton therapy in 1961. and to date have carried
out the greatest number of treatments. Other countries now maintain proton
therapy facilities, including Russia and Japan. The first treatments with pro-
tons in Europe to follow the Uppsala programme were started at PSI. in 1984.
Since then, we have been using a special horizontal proton beam in the
OPTIS facility, with a small penetration depth of up to 3 cm, for the successful
treatment of tumours at the back of the eye. The first clinical proton
therapy project was started in 1990 at the Loma Linda University Medical
Center, California.

Worldwide, at 18 centres some 13,000 patients have been treated with pro-
tons, predominantly those with eye tumours, brain tumours, or tumours in the
area of the neck and pelvis. This broad clinical experience has shown very
clearly that it is the spatial precision in applying the radiation, in particular,
which is of decisive importance. This provided the motivation for PSI special-
ists to achieve another milestone in high-precision radiation therapy, with
their new proton therapy facility for deep-seated tumours. Not least
among the advantageous prerequisites for this, in addition to having the right
type of accelerators and an experienced staff at PSI, was the interdisciplinary
environment which made a major contribution to our ability to translate such a
complex and demanding technique into a practical reality. Added to this is the
double background of experience at PSI:

• On the one hand, we had in earlier days already set up the world's first
system for spot-scanning, using other charged particles, and applied it for
therapy. We have now developed and optimised this know-how further for
proton therapy.

• On the other hand, the PSI Radiation Medicine team now has more than
ten years of outstandingly positive experience with protons. By the end of
1995 we had treated 2000 eye tumours using the OPTIS proton facility.
The therapy success rate, with more than 90% of the tumours being
cured, is excellent (Figure 1), and this pioneering work by PSI within Eu-
rope has helped this form of therapy to make a breakthrough. Today,
there are already four such therapy installations available in other Euro-
pean countries, with three more planned or under construction.
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3. Protons and their advantages

The Proton pencil beam
Protons are elementary particles which carry a positive charge. As a result,
we can deflect and focus them in magnetic fields, and shape the beam as
desired. In contrast to photons, which are generally used today for radiation
therapy, protons have a quite specific and precisely limited depth of penetra-
tion into the body (Figure 2). This depth, referred to as the range of the pro-
tons, depends on their initial speed and on the material in which they are ab-
sorbed. At the end of their range they stop moving and release their maxi-
mum energy dosage. This generates a dosage peak, the Bragg peak. Be-
yond this point the dosage drops to zero within a few millimetres. Along the
path between the surface of the body and the point where they stop, the ma-
terial absorbs only a relatively low dosage, causing the velocity of the protons
to continuously reduce.

What this means is that protons deposit the highest radiation dosage deep
within the body in a spot in the tumour, and thereby impose significantly
less damage than photons on the healthy tissue between the body's surface
and the tumour. Figure 3 shows this dosage curve for a single thin pencil
beam of protons. The lower half of the picture shows that the protons de-
posit a substantially smaller dosage than photons both before and after the
target region. Such proton pencil beams are carefully measured at PSI under
different conditions and compared with computational prediction. A very high
level of agreement is essential for the exact therapy planning for the PSI irra-
diation technique.

' #-

Photon

Proton

stops

Figure 2: Photons (electromagnetic
waves) and protons (charged par-
ticles) behave very differently inside
materials.

Single proton
pencil beam

Body surface

100%

o 50%
Q

10%

Photon^

Bragg peak (spot)

10 20 30
Depth

40 cm

Figure 3: Radiation dose of a proton
pencil beam along the penetration
depth in water. The range of these
protons is 25 cm. The upper section
shows tho dose distribution, represen-
ted as contour lines; below, the proton
dose values along the depth are
compared with the photon dose
distribution.
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The principle of the Spot-Scan Technique

Figure 4: The Spot-Scan Technique.
We can produce any dosage distri-
bution we wish by displacing and
overlapping single dose spots.

With the new treatment technique at PS! it is now possible for a pencil beam
of protons to be controlled by computer in such a way that we can position the
high-dose spot very precisely, for an exactly specified period of time and at
any desired location within a tumour (Figure 4). By superimposing many
individual spots - more than 9000 within a volume of one litre - we can
impose the desired radiation dose uniformly within a tumour, with the dose
being individually monitored for each single spot. This enables extremely
precise and homogenous irradiation, ideally adapted to the shape of the
tumour, which is in most cases irregular (Figure 5). We refer to this dy-
namic, three-dimensionally conforming radiation therapy procedure as the
Spot-Scan Technique. Made a reality for the first time at PSI, it is an interna-
tional breakthrough, making it possible for a higher radiation dose to be ap-
plied to a tumour, with reduced damage to the surrounding healthy tissue.

The principle sounds simple, but, as we shall show, putting it into practice
proved a major challenge. Nevertheless, it was a challenge which PSI spe-
cialists were able to successfully master. They even went a step further and
designed the system in such a way that the proton pencil beam can be ap-
plied from almost any direction. This means that proton therapy is just as flex-
ible as the photon therapy already established in clinics. With the twin advan-
tage of the Spot-Scan Technique and the rotatable beam line system, we
achieve the optimum conforming of the dosage to the shape of the tumour.

Figure 5: An application of the Spot-Scan
Technique, showing the dose distribution for
a brain tumour using PSI's new irradiation
technique. The dose is. of course, individual-
ly adapted to the local extent of the tumour
(yellow) at every plane.
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Protons and the generation of a proton beam

Positively charged protons and uncharged neutrons are the building
blocks of all matter. We are able to displace an electron from the shell
of a hydrogen atom, of which the proton is the nucleus (a process
known as Ionisation), and so obtain a free proton.

Hydrogen atom

Electron

Proton

Achieving an adequate penetration depth for the protons in tumour
therapy requires an accelerator. PSI operates such a device for basic
and applied research (Figure 6), which accelerates protons to the very
high velocity of 240,000 km/s. We actually only need to separate a
small fraction of this proton beam for treating deep-seated tumours. As
just about half the energy is all that is required to achieve the necessary
maximum penetration depth of 42 cm, we first moderate the therapy
beam accordingly and only then shape it into the desired pencil beam.
Following this, the facility described in Section 4 (the Gantry) controls
the proton beam for tumour treatment, using the unique PSI irradiation
technique. For future use of this method in hospitals, which is really the
long-term goal of the PSI proton therapy project, a considerably smaller
proton accelerator than that at PSI will be adequate.

Photons (X-rays, gamma-rays)

Photons are electromagnetic waves, such as light or radio waves, but of
higher energy than these. They produce a maximum dose close to the
surface of the body, i.e. beneath the skin; as the penetration depth in-
creases, the radiation dose drops rapidly (exponentially). However,
when irradiating tumours deep within the body, this generates a not in-
significant degree of damage to the surrounding healthy tissue. Modern
procedures can achieve a considerable reduction in unwanted damage
by directing the photons from different directions, which results in the
distribution of the undesired radiation over a larger area of the body.
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N

W

1 Injector 1
2 Injector 2
3 Ring Cyclotron
4 Isotope Production (planned)
5 • • ! • • • - . • • . •

6 Low Energy Areas
7 SUSI Pion Spectrometer
8 Pion Therapy (closed down)
9 SINDRUM (I

10 LEPS Spectrometer
11 Spallation Neutron Source, SINQ
12 Proton Irradiation. PIREX
1 3 • • • :

14 Proton Irradiation, PIF
15 Proton Spectrometer
16 Neutron Spectrometer
17 ^iSR Areas (planned)
18 Neutron Guides

Solid State Physics
& Materials Sciences

Figure 6: The accelerator at PSI and its applications. The multi-disciplinary use of
protons at PSI includes the proton therapy programme. In Area 5 (OPTIS), we treat
eye tumours using a horizontal proion beam with very short penetration depth; Area
13 houses the new proton therapy facility for the PSI treatment technique for deep-
seated tumours.
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4. The new Proton Therapy Facility at PSI

Putting the Spot-Scan Technique into Practice

The Spot-Scan technique makes extremely high demands on every part of
the facility, as well as on its control system; in other words, the very latest
technologies had to be used for the Proton Gantry (Figure 7). By using large
magnets, we can guide, focus and direct the protons in the form of a pencil
beam onto a tumour (Figure 8). Step by step, the high-dose spot scans the
tumour in all three spatial directions (dimensions). To do this, we first deflect
the proton beam by means of a special magnet (the first dimension), and then
change its penetration depth with a system of plastic plates (the second di-
mension). These movements must only last a few milliseconds. They are re-
peated, layer by layer, corresponding to the shape of the tumour, by slowly
moving the patient in his or her individually moulded couch (the third dimen-
sion).

Figure 7: The PSI proton therapy in-
stallation (the Gantry) for treating
tumours deep within the body. The
special fittings for the treatment room
were donated to us by a benefactor
who wishes to remain anonymous.

Figure 8: The longitudinal cross-section through the proton Gantry demonstrates the
principle of the proton beam transport system and the position of the three control
elements: deflection magnet (1), plastic plates (2), and patient's table (3).

The Gantry, which weighs more than 100 tonnes (Figure 9), can be rotated
as one unit about its central axis, and therefore enables irradiation to be
carried out from any desired direction. For all its complexity and enor-
mous weight, the unit still needs to be extremely precise and stable, because
depositing exactly the right dose in the tumour very homogeneously calls for
the utmost precision in delivering every single spot, with regard to both its
location and duration. The extremely short reaction times of the facility
which this requires proved to be an extraordinary technical challenge. Irradi-
ating a volume of one litre only takes four minutes, but during this time more
than 9000 spots are deposited, every single one with a dose precision of 1%.

Thanks to the sophisticated beam transport system for the proton beam, and
the intelligent geometrical design, it has proved possible to limit the radius of
the Gantry to 2 metres. This is just a third of the radius of the only other Gan-
try currently in existence, at Loma Linda, and is a very important feature of
the unit when it comes to using it in hospitals.

Figure 9: The Proton Gantry. A view
from above of the heavy magnets in
the Gantry, which transport the proton
beam and guide it to the therapy
point. The system as a whole can be
rotated with extreme precision.
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Technical characteristics of the PSt Proton Therapy Facility,
the Gantry

• Radius: 2 m
• Length: 10 m
• Weight: 110 tonnes
• Proton beam transport system designed for the Spot-Scan technique
• Proton beam rotatable through 360 around the patient
• For irradiation of the head, couch also rotatable in the horizontal plane
• Patient table mounted eccentrically on the front disk of the Gantry
• Patient positioning confirmed by X-ray imaging
• Computer Tomography (CT) integrated within the treatment sequence
• Manufactured by a Swiss company: Schär Engineering AG,

8416Flaach

Optimum safety

When designing the facility as a whole, including the control system, the spe-
cialists at PSI laid the highest priority on patient safety. We only have room
here to mention a few of these safety aspects:

• The precise positioning of the person being treated, which is extremely
important for the Spot-Scan technique, is ensured in several ways: by an
individually moulded couch; by a very exact patient platform: and by the
repeated X-ray pictures taken before and after each therapy session.

• Monitoring chambers in the irradiation head check the dose and location
of each of the thousands of spots, continuously and individually. If values
deviate from specified tolerances, the proton beam will be switched off in a
fraction of a millisecond.

• The facility has passed a number of important tests, such as the simula-
tion of complete therapies on a dummy designed to reproduce the human
anatomy. Test measurements of the internal dose distributions show good
agreement with the therapy planning computations.

• Before treatment, every irradiation plan is checked out individually in a test
run.

• Experiences of the effect of the PSI therapy technique are also available.
The treatment of cancers in animal patients within the framework of a joint
project with the University of Zurich were successful.

Proton therapy with the Spot-Scan Technique is an up-to-date,
optimised, high-precision form of radiation treatment.
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5. Therapy at PSl using the Spot-Scan Technique

This new type of proton therapy at PSl is realized in collaboration with univer-
sity clinics and cantonal hospitals. To achieve this, specialists in radio-
oncology organised themselves into a proton therapy users group. From
roughly spring of 1996. after thorough medical analysis, they will refer pa-
tients for proton therapy to PSl. This is an out-patient treatment sequence.
divided into between 20 and 30 sessions (known as fractions) over a six-
week period.

After computer tomograph slice images have been taken, a doctor at PSl will
determine the dosage boundaries on each plane; in other words, the three-
dimensional target volume, including a safety margin (Figure 10). The
therapy planning is based on this; that is, the optimisation, determination and
storage of every setting of the facility using sophisticated computer pro-
grams, as well as the calculation of the resultant dose distribution. This can
be demonstrated, in three-dimensional form, by the example shown in Fig-
ure 10.

Cross-section of the human bod} Frontal and lateral sectional views

Figure 10: Therapy planning for the Spot-Scan technique of PSl. Three-dimension-
al representation of the dose distribution in the human body. The high dose (shaded
red) is homogeneous in all three dimensions, and is optimally matched to the shape
of the tumour (yellow).

At each therapy session, the position of the tumour and the situation of the
patient on his or her individual couch are checked by means of X-ray images.
Once therapy has been concluded, follow-up checks will be conducted for at
least five years.

The new proton therapy facility at PSl. with its Spot-Scan technique and Gan-
try, is opening up new possibilities for treatment indications, in addition to
those which have already been established. As an example, we have every
hope of achieving better results in the treatment of infantile tumours, as well
as in the combination of radiation therapy with surgery and other methods.

PSl will introduce the new treatment technique in collaboration with clinics
from spring 1996, and wants to prove its feasibility and safety. This is being
done with the greatest care and sense of responsibility. The importance of
this work at PSl goes beyond the actual proton therapy project itself, because
new understanding and improvements in radiation therapy will, for example,
also benefit conventional photon therapy techniques in clinical practice. In
addition to this, the long-term goal of proton therapy at PSl is the future instal-
lation of optimised systems of this type in hospitals.
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Beam splitter for the new uSR areas
A physicist installing beam collimators and detectors at the

entrance of the beam into the beam splitter (the septum).
Straight ahead, the beam passes to the low-temperature
facility, with the branch to the right leading to the MORE

instrument.
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Figure 1: The night history was made;
17 to 18 September, just before mid-
night, when a proton current of 1.5 mA
was achieved.

Energy units: 1 eV (= 1 electron Volt)
is the energy which an electron ac-
quires when it crosses a potential dif-
ference of 1 Volt.
1 keV = 1 000 eV
1 MeV = 1 000 000 eV
1 GeV = 1 000 MeV

Proton current: A measure of the
number of protons per second; 1.5 mA
corresponds to approximately 10" pro-
tons per second

mA = Milliampere
LiA = Microampere

Successful Developments at the Accelerator Facility

In mid-September 1995, on the threshold of the third decade of accelerator
operation at PSI. our acce\era\or team succeeded in raising the proton beam
current from the 590 MeV ring cyclotron to 1.5 mA. and keeping it stable for
several hours (Figure 1). This current corresponds to a beam power of
90u kW, the highest rating ever achieved in a cyclotron anywhere in the
world. One point particularly worth noting is that, when setting this record,
the beam losses which occur predominantly at the beam extraction were kept
below 0.1V

The PSI accelerator facility, which was designed and constructed during the
70s for research in nuclear and particle physics, was commissioned in the
spring of 1974, and as early as 1978 was already delivering the original tar-
get current of 100 u A routinely. It could already be seen that the 590 MeV ring
cyclotron would 'ce suitable, in design terms, for considerably higher currents
than this. Further development of the system for high current output, how-
ever, called for a very extensive development programme. In addition to re-
placing the Philips injector cyclotron by Injector II, the considerable increase
in the rating of the high-frequency system and the replacement of the two
pion production targets. M and E. were also decisive factors.

The development of the facility to higher beam power (Figure 2) was stimu-
lated in particular by a marked increase in the range of research applications.
With the establishment of new areas of basic research, and interesting ap-
plications in biology, medicine, and solid-state research using the ac-
celerators, the demands on the versatility of the beams being offered also
started to rise. The idea of building the spailation neutron source, SINQ, in
which the residual proton beam beyond the second target produces intensive
neutron beams, sprang in particular from solid-state research. In order to be
competitive, the 590 MeV ring cyclotron must be able to deliver a proton
beam current of at least 1.5 mA.

Proton beam current [mA]

1.6

1.2

0.8

0.4

Beam power 0.9 MW

Reconstruction of Target M -*• Target

1972 1976 1980 1984 1988 1992 1996 2000
Year

Charge: A measure of the availability
of the proton beam (current multiplied
by time)

Figure 2: Development of the proton current at the 590 MeV ring cyclotron over the
past 21 years. The powerful Injector II the new target stations, and the improve-
ment of the 590 MeV ring cyclotron all contributed to the large rise in current
achieved since 1985,
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These requirements thus indicated what the expectations were for the devel-
opment programme, which we then carried out in several stages:

• Construction of the new injector cyclotron (1985).
• Construction of a new target station M (1985),
• Construction of a new target station E and the preparation of the beam

line to the planned SINQ installation (1990-1991).
• The high-current extension of the ring cyclotron (1990 to 1995).

This extension programme, which involved the investment of close to 50 mil-
lion Swiss Francs, was successfully conciudeu with the achievement of the
world record for beam power which has already been mentioned.

Target: The material within which a
particle beam creates new particles,
such as pions

Proton (p), neutron (n): The building
blocks of atomic nuclei

Pion (/:): The lightest meson, consist-
ing of two quarks

Muon (,u): Heavy electron(e)

Neutrino (v): Uncharged, and perhaps
mass-less, particle

Figure 3: In order to operate a high-current accelerator for a long time, beam losses
both at beam injection and extraction must be kept as low as possible, as otherwise
the components will be too strongly contaminated. The picture shows the extraction
system of the ring cyclotron. The shielding doors, shown here in the open position,
are made of pure marble (white), and are normally closed. Radioactive components
are replaced by using heavy shielding boxes (yellow).
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Spin: The intrinsic angular momentum
of a particle

Polarisation: The spin orientation of a
particle

LTF = Low Temperature Facility

MORE = Muons On REquest

Septum: Beam splitter

Beam Facilities and Muon Spin Rotation (itSR)

It is not only the neutron source SINQ which benefits from the high beam cur-
rent, but also all the secondary beams of the accelerator facility. The two
most intensive beams. rcE3 and JTE5. have been recently measured again
and the data given in our Users' Guide have been confirmed, with the excep-
tion of data for surface muons (28 MeV/c). For these muons. the new meas-
urements showed an intensity of 3 10 u7s. The polarisation of muons, which
occurs in the vicinity of target E after the decay of pions (cloud muons). was
measured for the first time. Calculation and measurement surprisingly re-
vealed negative polarisation.

The TIM3 area (Figure 4) was initially divided into two sections, in order to
better satisfy the beam requirements of the uSR community. At the present
time, only a septum divides the two beams. The pulsed kicker magnet which
is needed for Muons On REquest (MORE), and the necessary fast trigger
detector, still need to be studied in greater detail.

Spin F

TIM3 w

Rotator

Kicker

| | M

• ' - V

7iM31

Septum

II -

(TESLA)
Magnet

7iM34

MORE 7tM33 LTF

7iM32 (GPS)

Figure 4; The new KM3 area for uSR research with the low-temperature facility
(LTF) and the device for Muons On REquest (MORE). Additional instruments can be
installed in two areas at a later date.

During the past year. 212 researchers from 84 institutes and 17 countries
have worked on uSR research at PSI, on 66 experiments. One of the high-
lights of this work was the discovery of the formation of diamagnetic regions
in beryllium.

Another example of how the nuclear and particle physics research depart-
ment has also contributed to the further development of our facilities for appli-
cations outside particle physics is the installation for very slow (ultra-cold)
muons (Figure 5). These muons are used, for example, in the study of the
surfaces of solids.
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Figure 5: Spin rotation of very low-energy (15keV) muons in a silver sample. This is
the first demonstration of the feasibility of experiments on the PSi facility for ultra-
cold muons.

The Muonium-Antimuonium Conversion Experiment

The last phase of this experiment, which searches for the conversion of
muonium into antimuonium, began in 1995. It was ushered in by consider-
able reconstruction work on the detector, which was partly necessitated by
the move from the nE3 to the TIE5 area. The entire spectrometer is now
mounted, for example, on air cushions in order to achieve the necessary ma-
noeuvrability in the confined space of the KE5 area. The PSI detector group
constructed three cylindrical multi-wire chambers with new gold cathodes
(Figure 6). which are now successfully operating.

The planned experimentation period of four weeks started in mid-August
1995, with intensive beam studies. In comparison to the TTE3 beam, in the
KE5 area a more intensive muon beam is available, which is better focused
and less contaminated by positrons. With a muon intensity about four times
greater than in 1993, and an efficiency about four times higher, we have
been able to improve sensitivity by a factor of about 16. Within a matter
of a few weeks, analysis should enable a reliable forecast to be made of the
end result whi< be achieved in 1996.

Manufact striped gold foils

To determine the location within multi-wire chambers, we use cathodes
made of kapton foils with metal strips 2 to 6 mm wide applied to it. The
metallization in strip lengths of more than 100 m can be achieved indus-
trially, but is extremely expensive. For this reason PSI has for some
years been developing methods by which the metal is removed in
stripes from a completely coated foil. Processes such as scratching and
scraping with diamonds, milling with a dental drill, and etching with
caustic soda solution all produced unsatisfactory results. However, we
are now successfully employing spark erosion, using thin wires made of
base metal, to create striped gold foils (Figure 6).

Muonium: An exotic atom, the nu-
cleus of which is a muon (u ) . the shell
consisting of one single electron (e )

Antimuonium: Consists of one ii and
one positron (e-)

Multi-wire chamber: A detection de-
vice in which charged particles leave
an ionisation track creating electrical
pulses in thin wires

Figure 6: Section from a striped gold
foil. The discontinuities are created
using the spark erosion technique.
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The Muon-Electron Conversion Experiment (SINORUM II)

Rejoicing on the one hand, disappointment on the other. The Muonium Ex-
periment has been receiving additional beam time because of problems with
the SINDRUM II experiment. SINDRUM II was also moved to the -E5 area,
and should have reached its final stage this year at the new location and with
the new Pion-Muon Converter (PMC. Figure 7). However, after a six-month
delay in delivery, the first cooling trial of the superconducting magnet failed.
A series of construction faults became evident, which require elaborate, ex-
pensive and time-consuming repairs.

Figure 8: Beam profile of the KE5
beam for the SINDRUM II experiment.
The light generated by the beam in a
scintillation counter was recorded by
means of a highly-sensitive CCD
camera from a considerable distance.

Figure 7: The Pion-Muon Converter (PMC), essential for concluding the SINDRUM
II experiment, shown shortly after its arrival at PSI. No one guessed at this stage
that this «superconducting» magnet could not be cooled down.

The «Karmion»

The KARMEN collaboration, which for many years has been involved with
neutrino scattering, recently discovered at the Rutherford Laboratory (Great
Britain) an anomaly in the time distribution of neutrinos, and speculated that
this could point to the existence of a new neutral particle. The mass
((33.9057 ± 0.0009) MeV/c') is remarkably close to the mass difference be-
tween the pion and the muon ((33.91157 ± 0.00067) MeV/c')- This fact en-
couraged two PSI groups to look for the particle in a relatively simple manner
at the PSI beam facilities; but the particle was not found, and must have
some very unusual characteristics in order for its existence still to be postu-
lated.

Mass of the Muon-Neutrino and the Pion

A muon-neutrino is normally created by the decay of a pion. It proved possi-
ble at PSi last year to reduce its mass limit to 170 keV/c2. and it is likely that
this value will not be lowered for some time. The value of the pion mass
needed to achieve this was also more precisely determined at PSI. Figure 9
shows the pionic X-ray line which was measured with a great deal of high-
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tech involvement and which was used to calculate the pion mass, along with
a muonic calibration line which was not quite as nice. The same group also
achieved a series of other spectacular results in the field of exotic atoms, in
which high particle flux, the lowest possible muon energies, and low pres-
sures of the gases used for stopping the particles have played the decisive
role.

High-energy Physics

PSI is taking part in four ongoing external experiments: At CPLEAR, in the
search for rare Kaon decays at BNL, in L3 at CERN, and in H1 at DESY in
Hamburg. While the first two will receive their last measurement time in 1996,
L3 is just starting to collect data, using the forward-backward muon cham-
bers, jointly constructed and supervised by PSI, at a beam energy of more
than 80 GeV. An example of the importance of position monitoring is shown
in Figure 10, from which it can be seen that the geometry of the L3 detector is
influenced by switching the magnetic field on and off, but is being very pre-
cisely monitored.

The involvement of PSI in the CMS Project at CERN entered a more specific
and intensive phase in 1995. CERN not only began to identify the financial
sources for the 475 million Swiss Francs which is needed to build the CMS
detector, but decisions were also reached about the individual constituent
detectors. PSI is responsible for the innermost (Pixel-Vertex) detector, and
for the selection of the optical sensor for the electromagnetic calorimeter,
which commits us to certain R&D projects. The lead-tungstate crystals for the
calorimeter will be located in an extremely high magnetic field (4 Tesla), and
will emit very little light. This will accordingly have to be measured with spe-
cial photodiodes, known as Avalanche Photodiodes, or APDs. The only suit-
able APDs available at the present time are made by Hamamatsu (Japan)
and EG&G (Canada). These will, however, have to be adapted and improved
for CMS, which PSI is aiming to achieve by means of a development contract
with each of the companies concerned.

Thanks to its test beam facilities, PSI is also increasingly becoming indispen-
sable. Thus a comprehensive programme of tests has been started at PSI on
the world's most intensive pion beam. Groups from twelve institutions and
three high-energy projects (CMS, Atlas, HeraB) are taking part in research
into silicon, GaAs, and diamond detectors. PSI has irradiated the first pixel
structures with protons and observed the results with the Analog-Pipeline
Chip, an in-house development. It has been shown that leakage currents with
a dose of up to 300 kGy (kilo Gray) are still tolerable.
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Figure 9: Pion mass. The X-ray line
of pionic nitrogen, recorded by a crys-
tal spectrometer. The fine structure
splitting of 2.3 eV can clearly be seen.

Pionic nitrogen: One electron of the
atomic shell is replaced by a nega-
tively-charged pion.

Exotic atoms: Atoms in which an
electron is replaced by another nega-
tively-charged particle

Kaon: Belongs to the family of
mesons, as does the pion

LEAR = Low Energy Antiproton Ring
(CERN)

BNL = Brookhaven National Labora-
tory (USA)

L3: A large-scale detector at CERN

CMS = Compact Muon Solenoid

Calorimeter: Measures the energy of
the particles
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Synthesis apparatus for the manufacture of metal
complexes for cancer therapy with radionuclides. Here a

specialist checks the purity of a new type of complex using
Chromatographie methods.
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The concentration of research in Life Sciences on two particular areas was
even more marked in 1995 than in the previous year:

• The origin, recognition and treatment of cancer
• Biochemical processes in the healthy and in the diseased brain

SLS = Swiss Light Source

ESRF = European Synchrotron Radia-
tion Facility

Boron Neutron Capture Therapy: A
form of therapy in which non-radioac-
tive boron is concentrated in a tumour
and then irradiated with neutrons.
These neutrons then initiate nuclear
reactions in the boron, in particular,
which lead to a very high radiation
dose in the tumour (this technique has
not yet been developed sufficiently for
practical application).

Synchrotron Radiation and Life Sciences

With regard to the use of the future SLS which is being planned at PSI, we
carried out a number of preparatory experiments on foreign synchrotron light
sources during the year under review. For example, we subjected cell cul-
tures charged with iodine to X-ray beams at ESRF in Grenoble, France. Be-
cause iodine increases the radiation dose, if it proves possible to concentrate
this element selectively inside a tumour, the therapeutic effect of the radiation
could be increased while at the same time reducing the dose in the rest of the
body.

Apart from this, we conducted measurements at the ALADIN synchrotron ra-
diation source, Wisconsin (USA), to determine how boron is distributed within
tissue sampies. In order to do this, we analysed the electrons emitted after X-
ray irradiation. Information about boron distribution is extremely important
with regard to another new form of cancer treatment, boron neutron capture
therapy.

Radionuclide: A type of atomic nu-
cleus which emits radiation and. in the
process, is transformed into another
type.

Systemic nuclide therapy: A radioac-
tive preparation is injected into the
bloodstream and is distributed
throughout the body. It concentrates
especially in the tumour cells, emits its
dose of radiation there, and so de-
stroys the diseased cells.

Tumour-specific: A tumour-specific
substance is one which concentrates
selectively within a tumour.

Chelating agent (chelator): An or-
ganic molecule which contains other
atoms in addition to carbon, and which
adheres to a metal ion as if with pin-
cers (chel (Greek): the pincers of a lob-
ster).

Therapy nuclide: A radioactive ato-
mic nucleus used for treatment

Radiation Medicine

In November 1995. the Radiation Medicine Division treated an eye
melanoma in the two-thousandth patient to receive proton therapy at the
OPTIS facility. This therapy with protons, which has been an established
technique at PSI since 1984, will be supplemented by a vital new type of
treatment as from 1996. Our Institute has been the setting for the develop-
ment and construction of Europe's first facility for the proton therapy of deep-
seated tumours in the human body. This therapy technique is universally
unique, and it means that we can extend the tried-and-trusted precision treat-
ment of eye tumours to other forms of cancer in different parts of the body. A
complete chapter on this topic can be found beginning on page 19.

Radiopharrnacy

The Radiopharmacy Laboratory deals primarily with the Diagnostic
Radiotracer and Radionuclide Therapy projects.

Radionuclide Therapy, or systemic nuclide therapy, aims to destroy tu-
mours with the aid of antibodies which have been radioactively labelled and
are tumour-specific. At PSI, we have achieved progress both with syntheses
of chelating agents for the therapy nuclides n iAg (silver) and 1HrRe (rhenium),
as well as with the development of new types of vehicles for coupling with
tumour cells, and in the study of the metabolic behaviour of tumour-specific
antibodies labelled with "7Cu (copper).

With regard to the vehicles, we have been researching into the behaviour of
an antibody construct labelled with ' t1l (iodine), which resulted from collabo-
ration with the University of Geneva (Institute of Medical Biochemistry).
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This antibody construct is superior to the original antibody, because of its
good property of concentrating within a tumour and its accelerated excretion
from normal tissue, and it is intended that it should be subjected to a clinical
trial as soon as possible. Thanks to more detailed knowledge of the meta-
bolic reaction of fragments of antibodies labelled with Cu. the secondary
substances of which (known as metabolites) concentrate undesirably within
the kidneys, we have tested a new Cu chelating agent (with the University of
Basle) and have discovered that it has a significantly lower renal absorption
rate.

Antibody construct: A new, artificial
substance which contains parts of a tu-
mour-specific antibody. Bonding to tu-
mour cells is retained, while other
properties can alter.

Metabolite: A substance which is al-
tered by the biochemical process se-
quence in the body

These examples demonstrate that we are optimising systemic nuclide
therapy, both by improving the tumour-seeking agent as well as by means of
increasingly suitable radionuclide complexes.

The main question arising in the Diagnostic Radiotracer project is how dif-
ferent radionuclides affect the physiological and function-specific behaviour
of the tracer into which we incorporate them. This involves tracers which are
suitable for the study of biochemical processes in the brain. Because of the
short life of the radionuclides used for such diagnosis (for example 1;C. with a
half-life of 20.4 minutes), we are obliged to develop high-speed chemical syn-
thesis processes (Figure 1). With ' T or ? :HI, which survive for a longer time
(half-lives of 110 minutes and 13.2 hours, respectively), several hours are
available for manufacturing the tracer. A form must be found for each tracer
which will allow it to be injected into the human body. This means that the
solution must be sterile and must contain no toxic substances. An important
factor in the assessment of a tracer is the analysis of the original substance
and of the metabolites in biood and urine samples (Figure 2). This work has
been considerably expanded in the Radiopharmacy Laboratory during 1995.

Tracer/radiotracer: A substance
which contains a radionuclide.

r

Figure 1: We often require complex apparatus for labelling with carbon-11 ('C) or
fluorine-18 ('F). Success depends largely on the preparation, as shown here in the
picture, being carried out with the utmost cleanliness and care.
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Figure 2: Different patterns of be-
haviour of a radiopharmacon which
bonds to a special enzyme (MAO-B).
Labelling with ' F or ' I hardly alters
the metabolism at all, while higher
absorption in the brain with '• I is re-
Idied to bettet fdt-solubihty (Upophili-
city).

MAO-B = Mono Ammo Oxidase-B; an
enzyme which helps in the decomposi-
tion of special nitrogen compounds
(amines).

Radiopharmaceuticals: Medical pro-
ducts which emit radiation

Uptake in the bram Metabolism Lfpoph/lic property

Figure 3: Representatives of the
Swiss media, with a radiation
protection expert from PSI, before
entering the «Sarcophagus» of the
destroyed reactor at Chernobyl.

Health Physics

The Health Physics Division bears responsibility for operational radiological
procedures at PSI. However, the range of tasks of the Division extends far
beyond this service function. In addition to scientific questions, it also covers
tasks which we. as radiological experts, carry out in the service of the public.

In the scientific area, we have paid particular attention over the past year to
extending and strengthening our research relationships with European part-
ners. All our major R&D projects have been integrated with European re-
search groups, and more than 50°o of the total costs are being met from fi-
nancial sources outside PSI.
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At the forefront in this connection are the specialist fields of radio-ecology,
dosimetry. and radon research. All the research projects involve complex
questions which require co-operation between different disciplines, such as
biology, chemistry, and physics. The interdisciplinary conditions at PSI create
the environment needed for dealing with such topics. Close European col-
laboration a|Qn rnRkP^ jt possible for international co-ordination and harmoni-
zation of the scientific, technical, and legal principles in matters concerning
radiation protection to be established at an early stage.

Tasks carried out in the public interest cover a wide spectrum. In terms of
figures, the most important work is carried out by the PSI Radiation Protec-
tion School, where every year we train thousands of course participants, in
the most wide-ranging aspects of radiation protection. In addition to this, the
teaching staff provide support to a large number of courses outside PSI. One
of our specialists was called in to accompany an educational visit by the
Swiss media to the scene of the reactor accident at Chernobyl (Figure 3), as
an expert in radiation protection.

Our expertise is also much in demand when the question arises of dealing
with minor radiological occurences. such as accidents, infringements of the
Atomic Energy Law. etc. We maintain an emergency team ready to go into
action 24 hours a day. should such events occur, to provide rapid assistance
with a special fully-equipped vehicle (Figure 4).

Figure 4: Special PSI vehicle, equipped for radiation monitoring.
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DNA = DeoxynboNucleic Acid, the
carrier of genetic information in a cell

Biopsy material: Tissue which has
been taken from a living organism

MRI = Magnetic Resonance Imaging, a
process for creating images

The Positron Emission Tomography Programme (PET)

In the area of cancer therapy, the PET Programme at PSI has continued
with its existing projects. One particular feature in 1995 was a new project, in
which we worked primarily on the development of the tracer [* 'I] iodine
deoxyuridine (IUDR). This radiotracer is specifically incorporated into the
body in the DNA. We expect that tumour tissue preferentially absorbs IUDR.
because in such tissue cell division increases at a pathological rate, and the
DNA synthesis is consequently accelerated. Test-tube experiments support
this assumption. In a collaborative agreement between the Memorial Sloane
Kettering Cancer Center in New York, the University of Essen, the Neurosur-
gical Clinic of the University of Zurich, and our own Institute for Medical
Radiobiology, IUDR has been produced at PSI and applied to patients with
brain tumours. At the same time, we are attempting to correlate the radioac-
tivity of the biopsy material from the tumour with PET measurements of the
IUDR activity in the brain. Figure 5 shows an example of IUDR absorption
compared with an MRI image and a PET representation of the glucose con-
sumption in a brain tumour. A further development of this consists of using
'Br as well as ' :l for the same purpose, carried out at PSI jointly with the

Radiopharmacy Laboratory.

MRI JtiF]Fluordesoxy-Glucose

Figure 5: Images of the same
tumour, taken by different
methods. On the left is an MRI
picture, while the others are
PET images.
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Figure 6: PET images of the same area of the brain. The top row was taken with
the PET facility used earlier (seven cross-sections), and the other rows with the
new PET (47 cross-sections).
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For PET research in the area of the diagnosis of neural disorders in the
brain, it has become increasingly clear that we at PSI need an improved
method of recording data. Fortunately, in 1995 we were able to install a new
PET facility (RPT-2. prototype) in the area next to the facility used until now.
This was made possible thanks to agreements with the University of Geneva,
the company CTI'Siemens. and th^ Commission for Science and Research
The new PET facility has a higher level of sensitivity, a wider visual field, bet-
ter spatial resolution, and produces 47 cross-section images instead of the
previous 7 (Figure 6). The improved performance of the new PET facility will
provide an important new impetus at PSI to research on the brain.

Institute of Medical Radiation Biology (IMR)

The Institute of Medical Radiation Biology conducts research not only into the
basic principles of combating tumours, but also their application in practice.

In order to activate suitable nuclides in tumour tissue, we can make use of
the proton beam at PSI. If we direct the beam at a special target material,
neutrons are formed (for boron neutron capture), for example, or new atomic
nuclei are created, some of which are radioactive (for radionuclide therapy).
The computations needed for this have been concluded, and the construction
of an installation designed for this purpose may be started during 1996.

In the area of radionuclide therapy, the double significance of the : :l model
nuclide was experimentally verified for the first time. This is a therapy nuclide
which builds itself into DNA, while at the same time serving as a PET diagno-
sis nuclide for seeking out tumours. The positive results achieved have en-
couraged us to pursue further the concept of combating tumours using syn-
chrotron light and with DNA ligands incorporating iodine.

The further development of precision irradiation devices for treating brain tu-
mours - similar to what is known as the gamma-knife - has been concluded
at the theoretical level. The instrument which is being planned is intended to
enable even more precise local irradiation of the smallest brain tumours, as
well as making other micro-surgical operations in the brain feasible (Fig-
ure 7).

Ligands: Molecules which bond to
specific biological structures

Retractable curtain

Synchrotron

e Ä S r n ™ C U U m C h a m b e r C,ean,lg Manning
magnets
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Photocell

Converging
Lens Collimator

Quartz
Mirror

Thin window

wall

Radiosurgical Area

Figure 7: Concept of a radiosurgical facility with an X-ray beam taken from a
synchrotron light source.
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SINQ: The neutron-guide hall. In the background is the
small-angle scattering unit with the collimator section and the

detector tube, and above these are the experimentation cabins;
in the foreground is the novel neutron-guide system. Between
the two guide branches can be seen the "dance floor" for the

spectrometers, made of polished Ticino granite.
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Solid State Research at
Large Facilities
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Projects

Spallation Neutron Source. SINQ

The completion of the double-walled moderator tank for SINQ has proved to
be much more demanding than was originally assumed. This has unfortu-
nately delayed the commissioning of SINQ until the second half ofH 096. De-
spite this, work is continuing according to the original schedule; neutron
guides, cooling systems and instrumentation are making good progress, as
Figuies 1 to 4 and the title picture show.

Figure 1: Ticino granite used as the "dance floor» for the spectro-
meters.

Figure 2: Multiple light reflections in a
neutron guide tube with PSI Super
Mirrors.

Figure 3: Connecting passage between the
target station and the central cooling system.

Figure 4: Introducing a beam channel module into the
target station.
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High-current positron beam for solid state research

Positrons are the anti-particles of electrons. Like electrons, they can be fo-
cused, polarised, pulsed, and formed into low-energy or high-energy beams.
Their interaction with a material provides information about its electronic,
magnetic, crystallographic and chemical properties, and. from defects in the
atomic structure, of the interior of the solid body as well as from its surface.
Areas cf application are interdisciplinary, covering physics, materials sci-
ence, chemistry, biology and medicine.

New concepts have been carried through at PSI, and the positron beam facil-
ity (Figure 5) is now commissioned. The facility is supposed to be the finest in
the world with regard to beam intensity and quality, and will be available to
external research groups, as well as to those at PSI.

Nanostructures: Objects with charac-
teristic dimensions in the nanometre
(nm) range

Nanometre: 1 Nanometre (1 nm) =
one millionth of a millimetre

Cryostat: A device which maintains
low temperatures

Figure 5: Positron beam facility: The beam distribution chamber (right) and the
experimental chamber (left), with integrated liquid helium cryostats and the capacity
to connect several experiments.

Research and Development

There has been a great deal of attention paid recently to nanostructured
materials, due to their unique properties, which differ widely from those of
mono-crystalline or poly-crystalline substances with the same chemical com-
position. This is attributable to the large number of atoms on the surface and
in inter-layer positions. Figure 6 shows the PSI installation with which we
manufacture nanostructured materials.

In addition to the production of, and experimental research into, such materi-
als, molecular-dynamic computer simulations are also carried out. Be-
cause of limited computer power, such calculations have so far been limited
to about ten grains. Research collaboration between ENEA Rome and PSI
has resulted in the development of a code with which we can simulate on the
Cray-T3D at EPFL specimens which contain 1.5 million atoms. We have, for
example, calculated the atomic nanostructure of nickel with a mean grain
size of 3 nm.

Figure 6: Apparatus for manufacturing
nanostructured materials at PSI.
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Some Research Results from the Laboratories

AMS = Accelerator Mass Snectros-
copy: Charged particles attain first a
very high velocity in an accelerator:
their mass is then determined very ex-
actly bv means of maqnetic deflection.

Ions: Electrically-charged atoms

Tandem accelerator: A facility for ac-
celerating charged particles (ions)

Micrometre: 1 micrometre (1um) =
one thousandth of a millimetre

Ion Beam Physics

The two main focal points for the laboratory are:

• The application of AMS for research in geology, climate, the environment.
archaeology, etc.

• Materials research with ion beams

This year, we will present some of the activities from this second area of pri-
ority. Using the Tandem Accelerator at the ton Beam Physics Laboratory of
PSI. we have succeeded in accelerating the well-known «football mol-
ecules», or «Buckminster Fullerene» (Figure 7). This molecule consists of
60 carbon atoms (C,,). As they penetrate into matter, these accelerated mol-
ecules deposit more energy along their track than any other particles, even
those produced with the largest accelerators. Figure 8 shows individual im-
pacts of C(l. on a mica surface. The material properties along the track are
altered drastically; for example, in many materials the entire track can be dis-
solved, causing long and extremely thin tubelets to be formed. Thus, in this
way we can create extremely fine sieves, for instance, and in one initial appli-
cation at PSI we are attempting to create biosensors in this way.

Figure 7: The geometric form
of a C Futterene molecule,
consisting of sixty carbon
atoms.

Figure &: Impact of C Fullerene molecules on a mica surface.
Several small areas of the crystal have been pushed upwards
from the surface by the impacts, with the protuberances being
about 5 nm high and 10 nm wide.

Figure 9: Direct deposition of ions on
a surface by means of a low-energy
ion beam (40 eV); the perforated
diaphragm used for it is seen here.

By using strongly focused ion beams, we can structure surfaces in a very
fine manner (between 10 and 100 nm). In order to avoid damaging the sur-
face too much during this process, the ions need to be deposited on the sur-
face very «softly», in other words, with the lowest possible energy. Figure 9
shows a perforated mask, which was scanned by a fine ion beam with an
energy of only 40 eV and a diameter of 3 urn. At this energy level, which is
over a hundred times lower than that of conventional fine-beam ion devices,
the particles hardly penetrate the surface at all. and build up structures. We
still want to reduce the beam diameter even further, in order to study the di-
rect deposition of material and the excitation of chemical reactions over very
small surface areas.
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Radiation and Environmental Chemistry

This laboratory is active in three areas:
• Atmospheric research in the free troposphere, mostly in High Alpine

zones such as the Jungfraujoch

• Tiie study of surface chemistry piocesses using short-lived position emit-
ters (e.g. ' N with a half-life of 10 minutes)

• Research into the chomiral properties of now. super-heavy elements

We would like to take this opportunity to describe an experiment which made
it possible for the first time to investigate the chemical properties of Ele-
ment 106. which is known as Seaborgium (Figure 10).

To date. 111 chemical elements are known. Because of the short half-lives of
the heaviest elements, it has so far not been possible to investigate their
chemical properties. In 1993. the Joint Institute for Nuclear Research in
Dubna (Russia), and the Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory in Liver-
more (USA), together discovered two new and relatively long-lived isotopes
of Element 106 (with half-lifes of some 10 - 30 seconds), which in principle
made it possible for chemical studies to be conducted on this element.

Using a method developed at PSI. called ihe OLGA technique, it proved pos-
sible in October 1995. for the first time, to carry out chemical studies of
Seaborgium. The substance was produced using the UNILAC accelerator at
the Association for Heavy Ion Research, at Darmstadt. The Seaborgium iso-
tope of atomic weight 265. which was produced in tiny amounts of only a few
atoms per day. decays with a half-life of about 10 seconds.

Isotopes: Types of atoms of the same
element but which have different
masses (the same number of protons.
but different numbers of neutrons).

OLGA = On-Line Gas chemistry Appa-
ratus

Figure 10: Seaborgium being studied. The international research team with the PSI OLGA
equipment in Datmstadt (Photo: Achim Zschan. GSI).
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ILL = Institute Laue Langevm

Super Mirror: Reflects neutrons with a
high reflectivity, achieved by applying
thin multi-layers (e.g. nickel, titanium)
on a substrate (e.g. glass).

High-temperature superconductor:
Conducts electrical current without any
resistance even at higher tempera-
tures

Volatile molecules (oxychlorides) are formed from chlorine gas and oxygen.
By using OLGA, it proved possible, on the basis of only four decaying atonic
nuclei, to demonstrate that Seaborgium behaves in a similar manner to tung-
sten, which is to be expected on the basis of its position in the periodic table
of the elements.

These chemical experiments were carried out as part of a major international
collaboration, in which groups from the USA. Russia. Germany. Sweden,
Norway. Japan. Poland, and Switzerland all took part.

Neutron Scattering

Our scientific experimental programme with neutrons continued to be de-
pendent on beam-time availability at various neutron sources in Europe and
the USA. Meanwhile, with the commissioning of the high-flux reactor at ILL
(Grenoble), the situation has now become somewhat easier.

Figure 11: The triple axis spectrometer IN3 at ILL (Grenoble). The Super Mirror can be seen
in the centre of the picture, installed at the level of the knee of the researcher in the middle.

Figure 12: Neutron crystal field
spectrum of the Pr(Ce)-Cu-0 high-
temperature superconductor.

Until SINQ starts operating. PSI will continue to run two neutron spectro-
meters at ILL in Grenoble (Figure 11). We have been constantly upgrading
these instruments with modern technologies. By using the Super Mirrors
which we developed and manufactured at PSI, we have raised the neutron
flux by a factor of 3. thus making it possible to perform a number of new and
innovative neutron scattering experiments.

In the field of high-temperature superconductivity, specific modifications
were made to electron-donating compounds, in order to change their super-
conductive properties. Measurements show clearly the inhomogeneous
character of superconductivity, because, if the superconductivity were ho-
mogeneous, Figure 12 would consist of only a single line. These investiga-
tions are providing important insights towards the understanding of the phe-
nomenon of high-temperature superconductivity.
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Astrophysics

The main areas for research and development at this laboratory are:
• Detectors for X-ray radiation
• Irradiation tests on electronic components with a PSI proton beam
• Development and construction of space detectors for astrophysics re-

search

Last year we reported on the proton and electron detectors aboard a British
satellite and on the Russian MIR space station. The data acquired about the
behaviour of the earth's radiation belts is now being analysed in correlation
with changes in the sun.

Another highlight in 1995 was the completion of a model (Engineering Quali-
fication Model. EQM) of the thermal and mechanical structure for an instru-
ment for the ESA mission known as XMM. As part of an international collabo-
ration project, PSI has taken on responsibility for the detector housing and
the passive cooling system of this instrument (the RGS). Based on proto-
types developed at PSI, a Swiss company manufactured the model in 1995.
We brought the mechanical and thermal qualification tests to a successful
conclusion towards the end of the year (Figures 13 and 14), and delivered the
complete system to the partners in the Netherlands for further integration.

XMM = X-Ray Multimirror Mission

RGS = Reflection Grating Spectro-
meter

Figure 13: XMM-RGS: Mechanical/thermal structure being
installed in the outer-space simulation chamber at PSI.

Figure 14: XMM-RGS: Mechanical/thermal
structure on the vibrating table during vibration
tests.
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Superposition of a photograph of an assembled Vertical
Cavity Surface Emitting Laser VCSEL (centre) and the

microscope image of a 2 x 2 VCSEL array. The laser light is
emitted vertically to the GaAs substrate from the circular

mesas (radius = 16 .um), to which the rectangular gold
surfaces carry the electrical current.

(Photo: H.R. Bramaz)
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Applied Solid State Physics
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Nanoscience and nanotechnology
deal with objects with dimensions in
the nanometre range (nm).
1 nm = 1 nanometre

= 1/1000 of a micrometre (urn)

Ill-V semiconductors: Semiconductor
materials consisting of elements from
Group III (AI. Ga, In), and Group V (P.
As, Sb) of the periodic table.

SLS = Swiss Light Source

In the Applied Solid State Physics department we are moving in the direction
of the industrial implementation of the latest findings in fundamental re-
search. This approach often calls for very elaborate technology. Neverthe-
less. PSI is in a position to develop such technologies, to maintain them, and.
in its role as a user laboratory, to make them available to the universities and
industry.

We offer technologies in two key areas. In Zurich, there is a wide range of
microtechnologies available for optics, for the manufacture of passive mi-
cro-optical elements such as diffraction lenses, micro-lens arrays and inte-
grated optics components, as well as active elements such as semiconduc-
tor lasers, light-emitting diodes, and photodetectors. The essential facilities
are a clean room, equipped for Ill-V semiconductor technology, and optics
laboratories. Nanotechnology. which began three years ago in Würen-
iingen, is our second key technology. The buildup stage ended with the com-
missioning of the new clean room at the beginning of 1996 and this facility
stands an excellent chance of being actively used by the entire Swiss «Nano-
community». The construction of the SLS would additionally provide a signifi-
cant new impetus to the development of this technology.

The fact that we are also increasingly taking on the role of a user laboratory
is demonstrated by the rise in the number of guests who are making use of
our laboratories and facilities for a few days, weeks, or even months (Fig-
ure 1). During the past year, we were host to more than 40 people, for an
average of six weeks each. In addition, four post-graduate students with doc-
toral supervisors at ETHZ and the universities of Zurich and Konstanz com-
pleted their research and theses in 1995 and have already found positions
appropriate to their training.

Figure 1: The training of young scientists in an environment which corres-
ponds closely to that of actual practice is something which we value
particularly highly.

Some of the particularly interesting results of our work are given in the follow-
ing pages, but, as always, a comprehensive survey can be found in Annex
1MB of this Annual Report.
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In Nanoscience and Nanotechnology, we have succeeded for the first time
in creating images of stationary biomolecules using atomic force microscopy
(Figure 2). This has brought us closer to an understanding of our new type of
biosensor, based on nanostructured surfaces.

In the area of Fundamental Physics, we have obtained two results which
are particularly worthy of mention. Firstly, we have succeeded in calculating
numerically the stability and effective masses of quasi-particles, known as
«composite fermions», which are observed in solids at low temperatures.
Secondly, we have been able to compute the elastic constants of Ill-V semi-
conductors from basic principles and compare them with our experimental
results.

The Opto-Electronics group has been able to report on a wide range of new
types of components, which will be described later in this report. This proves
that our activities in the area of opto-electronics, which started about four
years ago, have been very productive and rate highly when compared inter-
nationally.

With regard to our possible involvement in the planned Swiss Light Source
(SLS), we have started a number of new projects. We have been gathering
practical experience with LIGA structures (Figure 3). In addition, we have
been pressing ahead with the more fundamental development of a new type
of extremely fast infra-red detector (Figure 4). For this, we have been making
use. in the Netherlands, of a «Free Electron Laser» (FEL), an installation
which is planned for Switzerland at the SLS facility.

Figure 2: Visualisation of individual
capture protein molecules on a smooth
surface using atomic force microscopy
(AFM). Similar surfaces are used for
biosensors. The degree of surface
coverage on the left-hand side of the
picture is about 100 times greater than
on the right.

Figure 3: Nickel test structure created by the LIGA technique. The structure is de-
fined by parallel X-rays from a synchrotron source through an appropriate mask, in
photoresist. After development, the structure is built up by filling the exposed areas
with nickel in a galvanic process. This micro-tubelet structure was created in close
collaboration with the Karlsruhe Research Centre. Germany and the irradiation was
carried out at the Bessy synchrotron in Berlin

Biosensor: Measurement sensor for
biological applications

LIGA = Lithography and Galvanic
Moulding
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Figure 4: The result of measurements
using the Free Electron Laser in the
Netherlands. The momentum transfer
from fight to the electrons in the speci-
men is very rapid, and is measured
as a current. The reason why this
changes direction can be explained
by means of a model. Our aim is to
develop an extremely fast detector,
with the help of such experiments.

There are also important electronic imaging results to report. As part of an
industrial collaboration, we have developed detectors with a background
noise level at room temperature which is close to the absolute minimum ob-
tainable (quantum limit; photon background noise).

By using thin, highly-efficient silicon photovoltaic cells, we havo n "/ ho^n
able to prove that a diffraction grating etched on the rear of a cell substan-
tially increases its efficiency. This experimental result concludes our re-
search proqramme. which has extended over a number of years, but a con-
tinuation of photovoltaic research at PSl. in the department of General En-
ergy Research, is planned.

Opto-electronic components from our own production
resources

Our emphasis on optical measurement technology calls for. on the one hand,
intelligent photodetector devices made of silicon, and. on the other hand,
efficient light sources such as light-emitting diodes (LEDs) or lasers. We
manufacture such light sources from Ill-V compound semiconductors, such
as GaAs or InP. in contrast to silicon, it is possible for electric current to be
converted directly and extremely efficiently into light in these materials. The
wavelength of the emitted light for components based on AIGaAs is between
760 and 900 nm (i.e. in the near infra-red region of the spectrum), depending
on the proportion of aluminium.

GaAs = Gallium Arsenide

AIGaAs = Aluminium-Gallium-Arsem-
do

InP = Indium Phosphide

MOVPE = Metal Organic Vapor Phase
Epitaxy

Figure 5: Opto-electronics: A glimpse of our clean room (Photo: MR. Bramazl.
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The Opto-Electronics Group at PSI carries out research into, and develop-
ment of. new types of lasers, as well as modulators, detectors, and integrated
optical systems. All these components are based on a precisely defined se-
quence of highly pure individual crystalline layers, which are grown in what is
known as an MOVPE facility, at a temperature between 600 - 750 C. Fig-
ure 5 shows a picture of this crucial apparatus in our clean room.

Figure 6: Microscopic image of a 2 x 2 VCSEL
matrix: laser diameter 20 urn.

100 pm

Because of their small size, spectral purity, and high efficiency, semiconduc-
tor lasers are increasingly being used in many areas of telecommunications
(such as CD players or CD-ROM drives), in medicine, and in sensor technol-
ogy. In these conventional semiconductor lasers, light emission takes place
at a cleaved facet of the wafer which must simultaneously function as a high-
quality reflector. With the newly developed vertically-emitting laser diodes.
VCSEL. on the other hand, we use periodic semiconductor layer structures
as reflectors, such that the laser light is emitted vertically through the wafer
surface. This apparently minor difference, nevertheless, means that the
packaging of the lasers in their housings is now much simpler. Also, com-
pletely new applications are possible because hundreds of lasers can now be
integrated into two-dimensional arrays, or even together with other electronic
components, on one chip. Unlike a conventional laser, a VCSEL generates
light which is almost parallel, making it an ideal light source for a wide range
of applications, such as coupling light into an optical fibre.

The manufacture of a laser structure such as this imposes considerable de-
mands on the control of crystal growth. For the light resonator, highly-reflec-
tive mirrors with reflectivity values of more than 99% are required. We pro-
duce these by growing a periodic sequence of thin layers of differing refrac-
tive indices. The thickness and composition of the individual layers must con-
form to the calculated values to better than one percent, and must not per-
ceptibly alter during the several hours which it takes for the crystal to grow.
Globally, it has only been possible to achieve this with the required degree of
precision and material quality within the past few years. Our highly-efficient
reflectors are also used by the Institute for Quantum Electronics at ETH Zu-
rich for the generation of ultra-fast laser pulses.

VCSEL = Vertical Cavity Surface Emit-
ting Laser

Figure 7: Measured profile of the light
beam from a VCSEL.
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AlGaAs-GaAs
Bragg mirror

Figure 8: VCSEL: On the left, a schematic cross-section; on the right, a scanning
electron microscope image of the layer structure of a VCSEL developed at PSI.

Figure 9: VCSEL: On the left, a scanning electron microscope image of a VCSEL.
In the centre, the circular structure of the «emission window» can be seen, through
which light leaves the laser. On the right is a diagram of a VCSEL array for ultra-
fast parallel data transfer.

DBR = Distributed Bragg Reflector

The shape of the individual laser is defined by photolithographic structuring,
and by means of a process known as «reactive ion etching». Thin layers, de-
posited by a plasma-chemical process, cover the laser structure and function
both as a protective film as well as an electrical insulator. Finally, a metal al-
loy is evaporated to create the electrical contacts. Using special manufactur-
ing methods, we have succeeded in creating VCSELs with outstanding elec-
trical and optical properties; Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the processing of these
novel semiconductor lasers.

500 pm

Figure 10: Microscopic image of
distance sensors, each consisting of
a DBR laser, an interferometer, and a
photodiode.

Ill-V semiconductor technology offers the fascinating possibility of combin-
ing different optical functions on one and the same chip Because Ill-V
semiconductors can not only generate light, but also guide and absorb it, it is
possible to structure individual semiconductor crystals of micrometre size so
that they can perform complex functions, using light instead of electric cur-
rent to carry signals. Thus, light waveguides can replace metal wires and
printed circuits. An optical microsystem on a chip is very small and compact,
requires no additional adjustment, and can be manufactured cheaply in large
quantities by using established semiconductor production techniques.
Hence, such integrated optical systems are extremely attractive for research
and industry, and form the starting point for our work. Processing is very de-
manding, for example during the manufacture of what is known as a DBR
laser. This contains an optical diffraction grating, etched into the surface, pro-
viding the necessary feedback for the laser light.
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Figure 11: Sensor for distance measurement under test on an optical bench.

We can combine light sources with waveguides and modulators on one chip
in order to c.eate an integrated optical measuring system (Figure 10). In a
joint project with the chemical industry and a number of university institutes,
we have developed, for example, a monolithic integrated sensor for medical
applications. A laser, waveguide, interferometer, modulator, and detector
are integrated on a single chip. This compact and extremely functional sen-
sor displays high sensitivity to very small changes in chemical or biological
systems.

Using the same technology, we have constructed one of the first monolithic-
ally integrated optical distance sensors. Figure 11 shows a measurement
system using such a sensor, which is capable of measuring very small
displacements, of the order of 100 nm. over a distance of up to 45 cm. Be-
cause all the components, apart from the objective lens, are integrated on
one chip, it is only this lens which needs precise adjustment, making meas-
urement considerably easier. The interferometer is so small that it can also
be used in compact, highly complex micro-mechanical systems.

Interferometer: Measures the super-
position of waves

Figure 12: Interference pattern of a distance sensor.
The 28 interference peaks correspond to a lateral
displacement of 10 urn.

Position [urn]
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View of the Corvis facility after an experiment: The
cylindrical electrode of the 300 kW reheating arc is suspended

above the test crucible containing the thermite melt.
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Nuclear Energy,
Safety
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The year 1995 provided further important and interesting results in the fields
of the safety of Swiss nuclear power stations and safety-related opera-
tional problems, the disposal of radioactive waste, and safety features of
future reactor concepts, as well as results related to high-priority aspects of
energy systems. Looking forward to the possible construction of SLS. we
have reinforced the mixture of fundamental and support research which we
have pursued for many years, and made a clear division of our research into
short-, medium-, and (ong-term requirements. An example of internal PSI co-
operation is provided by the computer simulations of liquid metal thermal hy-
draulics which we have carried out for SINQ.

NAGRA = National Cooperative for the
Disposal of Radioactive Waste
{Nationale Genossenschaft für die
Lagerung radioaktiver Abfälle)

NEFF = National Energy Research
Fund (Nationaler Energieforschungs-
Fonds)

BEW = Federal Office of Energy
(Bundesamt für Energiewirtschaft)

HSK 3 Nuclear Safety Inspectorate
(Hauptabteilung für die Sicherheit VOM
Kernanlagen)

The examples which follow are only a small selection of our achievements in
1995. We shall only mention in very few words the STARS project, in which
we analyse accident scenarios for Swiss nuclear power stations, the work in
fuel technology and water chemistry to predict the ageing and corrosion be-
haviour of nuclear fuels, the analyses of severe accidents, and reactor phys-
ics studies with the PROTEUS research reactor. Almost all our projects re-
ceived substantial financial support from the electricity industry. NAGRA, the
former NEFF. BEW, and HSK. Our intensive international collaboration has
been further strengthened by the adoption of three of our projects in EU
Framework Programme IV.

Typical of short-term requirements are our post-irradiation investigations
in the Hot Laboratory. An example of this is the following actual case. Dur-
ing a routine inspection as part of the annual revision at the Leibstadt nuclear
power plant, the oxide layer thicknesses measured near the bottom of many
fuel rods were greater than expected. Had the oxide layer been as thick as
was indicated, or thick deposits formed on oxide layers of normal thickness,
long delays would probably have occurred before the resumption of power
generation. Indications that the measurements were being falsified by thin
surface deposits of unknown origin, that is, that the cladding tubes were re-
ally in a satisfactory condition, could only be conclusively confirmed by
prompt hot-cell investigation at PSI.

Zinc-enriched
deposition layer
(ZnFe.p.,)

Zirconium oxide layer
(ZrO)

Metallic cladding
tube wall, Zircaloy 2 20

Figure 1: Cross-section of the surface layers of a fuel rod cladding tube from the
Leibstadt nuclear power plant, taken with a scanning electron microscope. The local
chemical element composition was determined, with an electron micro-sensor, and
corresponded to a ferromagnetic substance (ZnFe O,).
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Consequently we immediately took two of the fuel rods from the power plant
to our hot cells, and conducted metallographic and wet-chemistry examina-
tions of them, and. above all. inspections using an electron micro-sensor. Af-
ter eight days, and still before the end of the annual revision, we were able to
confirm to representatives from the power plant, the fuel suppliers, and HSK
that neither the oxide layer not the deposit coating on the fuel rod were
thicker than they should be. The thickness of the oxide coating was 5-7 urn, a
safe amount, with a few individual local values of about 50 urn, and the hy-
drogen concentration in the cladding tube material was well below the per-
missible limit. However, what is referred to as a «crud» layer, about 20-50 urn
thick, had adhered to the tubes, causing misinterpretation of the measure-
ment results (Figure 1).

Our work on the disposal of radioactive waste is directed towards the safety
analysis of final repositories; in other words, questions of a medium-term
nature. This research extends from the release of nuclides from a repository,
through to the calculation of the potential dosage for human beings, over an
extremely long period of time. In this context, the interaction of radionuclides
with the surfaces of solids is very important. This process, known as sorption.
can effectively limit the release of nuclides from a repository, and delay their
movement within the technical barriers of the repository and the surrounding
rock Although the basic principles of sorption for simple surfaces are known,
such knowledge is still lacking with regard to more complex mineral surfaces.
Consequently, we have conducted extensive research into this during 1995,
selecting the clay mineral montmohllonite, which is intended for use as a cav-
ern filling material, as our test objects. We studied sorption using nickel, zinc,
and calcium, and, with the aid of measured data (Figure 2), were able to tune
a model and then apply and validate it with a high degree of success. Our
next target will be to establish to what extent the new model can be trans-
ferred to the sorption of other elements and to other solids.

Electron micro-sensor: Identifies
and measures chemical elements very
precisely

Zirconium: A metal

Zircaloy: An alloy of zirconium with
low neutron loss

Sorption: Adhering to surface struc-
tures

Radionuclide: Radioactive atomic
nucleus (nuclide)

Technical barriers: All the encapsu-
lating features of a repository which
are man-made

-8 -7 -6 -5
log [Ni equilibrium concentration] [M]

-4

Figure 2: Nickel sorption on the clay mineral montmorillonite (pH =7.0 and in a
0.1 M NaCIO. solution). The full line is the theoretical prediction, and the triangles
with error bars are the measured values. The experiments covered a wide range of
ion strengths and pH values of the solution, nuclide concentrations, and the ratios
of the solid-to-liquid transition phase.
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CORVIS = Conum-Reactor Vessel In-
teraction Studies

1

Figure 3

Among our medium-term concerns is the examination of the mechanisms
which dominate the course of hypothetical severe reactor accidents. Us-
ing the experimental facility CORVIS. we have been observing the meltdown
of pressure vessel models when in contact with molten thermite.

During one of the CORVIS experiments last year, the base of the test crucible
was fitted for the first time with a drain nozzle and pipe, as employed at the
Mühleberg nuclear power plant (Figure 3). The molten charge, or melt, was
the result of the ignition of 800 kq of thermite, and the two reaction compo-
nents of iron and aluminium oxide were introduced into the test crucible one
after the other, with the iron, at 2200 C. being added first. Shortly after the
melt had been poured in. a leak occurred in the pipe (Figure 4). immediately
beneath the welding seam of the nozzle. The main cause of this was the ero-
sive effect of the superheated molten iron. We succeeded in recording the
progress of the incident in detail, and were able to follow it satisfactorily with
our powerful, finite-element computer program package, and calculate the
time and location of the development of the leak precisely (Figure 5).

Figure 4

Figure 5

CORVIS. We welded a drainage pipe in the centre of the test crucible base in
order to realistically simulate the floor of the pressure vessel of a boiling water
reactor in terms of material and geometry (Figure 3). The flowing melt has heated
up the pipe (light patch. Figure 4), which ultimately melts through at precisely the
same point and time as calculated by the finite-element program ADINA (Figure 5).

VSE = Association of Swiss Electricity
Plants (Verband Schweizerischer
Eloktrtzitatsv.'crko)

A medium and long-term study is our research on integral analysis of en-
ergy systems (referred to as GaBE). Using the life-cycle analysis method
(LCA). in conjunction with ETHZ among others, and under contract to the
VSE. we have been investigating the eco-inventories of selected electricity
power supply systems of the future. In close collaboration with industry, we
have been expanding the existing database and the methods used, in order
to take account of technical progress, new options, and some expected struc-
tural changes. The study has shown that advanced systems, which could be
introduced into Switzerland during the period 2020-2030. would feature con-
siderably lower specific emission levels than today's systems. Greenhouse-
effect gas emissions, for example, would be reduced by a factor of about two
for natural gas systems, and by a factor of between three and seven for
photo-voltaic roof panels. For non-fossil fuel cycles, direct emissions from
power plants make a relatively minor contribution to the total quantity of
greenhouse-effect gases released (Figure 6). For atmospheric pollutants
such as NO or SO,, the LCA approach emphasises the increased relative
significance of other stages in the fuel cycle (especially transport), and of
-grey- emissions (particularly during the manufacture of materials).
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Figure 6: Greenhouse gas emissions
from the energy chains of tht average
power supply systems used in Europe
today, and of possible advanced
systems for Switzerland.
PC = Pulverised Combustion, PFBC =
Pressurised Fluidised-Bed Combus-
tion, CC = Gas and steam (combined
cycle), GT= Gas Turbine, CHPP =
Combined heat and power plant.
Nuclear = Nuclear power plant. PV =
Photo-voltaic

The long-term component of our work, with a special potential for training
and giving opportunities to the younger generation, concerns future con-
cepts (Figure 7). In work on advanced fuel cycles, for example, the emphasis
is on increasing the flexibility of today's light water rractors with regard to
their use of plutonium, in order to reduce its inventory. In this connection, we
have been carrying out reactor physics studies for cores loaded with 100%
mixed oxide fuel elements, and with uranium-free plutonium fuel. The results
show that such reactor core configurations would be feasible, from the reac-
tor physics point of view; while still retaining favourable safety and opera-
tional parameters, it would be possible to transform up to 60% of the initial
inventory of plutonium. or to utilise it to generate energy.

1 E*0

1 E-1

i r ?

1 E-3

Exp. number of protons. 4 19 101'' [cm •']

Cnlc . at the end ol irradiation

Calc . 176 days after irradiation
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Figure 7: Experiment (ATHENA) within the advanced fuel cycles project, in which we irradiated
a uranium and thorium oxide target with 590 MeV protons at the PSI accelerator. The experi-
mental results for thorium 232. 176 days after the end of irradiation (red triangles), deviate
clearly from the calculations in the region of low fission and spallation product mass (green
curve). Measurements made immediately after irradiation (black curve) show that the mass
yield is time-independent below an atomic mass of approximately 205.
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ALPHA = Advanced LWR Passive
Heat Removal and Aerosol Retention
Program

PANDA = Passive Decay Heat Re-
moval and Pressure Dissipation (Pas-
sive Nachwärmeabfuhr und Druckab-
bau)

Future Reactors

The objective for future reactors is to achieve new safety standards. Even the
consequences of extremely unlikely (hypothetical) accidents should remain
restricted to the plant site. Short- and long-term emergency protection meas-
ures (evacuation, relocation, etc.) should be rendered unnecessary from the
technical point of view. Passive systems and inherent safety mecha-
nisms, which function without early human intervention and bring the reactor
to a safe slate, are most promising to achieve this goal. The central compo-
nents of passive safety systems are, among other things, special condensers
which are intended to transfer the decay-heat from the containment vessel to
the outside environment, solely by the utilisation of basic physical laws.

Figure 8: The initial conditions for the
PANDA tests are defined by the com-
puter and imposed on the system.
After the start of the test, the installa-
tion will be left to itself, as is the case
with passive systems. The operator
only intervenes in order to introduce
additional disturbances to the system.

Figure 9: PANDA - The first integral
system experiment. The measured
pressure in the containment vessel as
a function of time shows that the de-
sign pressure was not reached by a
wide margin. The pre-test calculation
agrees very well with the experimental
results; the maximum pressure, which
is relevant with regard to safety, was
slightly overestimated.

In the ALPHA project, we are conducting research, both experimentally and
analytically, into the function of such systems for advanced tight water reac-
tors. In the meantime, reactor manufacturers and safety authorities have
come to regard these tests - originally conceived as part of our basic re-
search - as being so important that the results are in demand as part of the
American approval procedure, for large-scale demonstration of the decay-
heat removal concept and for the qualification of computer programs.

The heart of the project is the PANDA test facility, which we commissioned in
1994. The variety of different commissioning tests included pressure trials,
leakage tests, heat loss measurements, and the determination of flow/pres-
sure-loss characteristics of the system pipework. From these tests, we were
able to confirm experimentally, without exception, the characteristics which
had been taken as the basis for the design of the installation.

in the PANDA tests, we postulated the fracture of a main steam line and
sought to demonstrate that passive systems could, over an extended period,
remove the decay-heat from the containment vessel. Accordingly, the simu-
lation started one hour after a «pipe break», and the behaviour of the system
was then recorded for up to a maximum of 20 hours.
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An initial series of tests served to check out the components, and the inte-
grated system tests then were conducted in the last quarter of 1995. From
these, we were able to confirm the functional ability of the extensive ancillary
systems to bring the facility back into its initial state every time. An analysis of
the first tests also demonstrated the reliability and high degree of accuracy of
the instrumentation, which covers more than 600 measurement locations.

The experimental data demonstrated the overall «good natured» behaviour
of the system, as expected. The passive decay-heat removal system is ex-
tremely robust, as far as the pressure in the containment vessel is con-
cerned, and is unaffected by different boundary and initial conditions. The
pressure history which was measured confirms that the condensers can con-
vey the decay heat into the surroundings without difficulty.

Other parts of the ALPHA project deal with individual aspects of this topic.
The LINX facility will be used to study mixing phenomena in water pools, and
has so far been constructed and commissioning experiments performed. We
were also able to conduct the first experiments with the AIDA facility, which is
being employed to investigate the behaviour of the condensers of a passive
decay-heat removal system in the presence of aerosols. In this context, con-
siderable deposits occur in the condenser pipes, unacceptably affecting the
heat transfer. Finally, analytical work has primarily covered the pre-test and
post-test calculation of planned or performed experiments with PANDA, and
their analysis, as well as being used for the detailed planning of the test pro-
gramme.

Figure 10: A detail of the PANDA
instrumentation, showing a sophisti-
cated device, developed at PSi. with
which we are able to measure the sur-
face temperature of a water column
which varies in height up to 6 m.

LINX = Large-scale Investigation of
Natural Convection and Mixing

AIDA = Aerosol Impaction and Deposi-
tion Analysis

Aerosols: Very small solid or liquid
particles, distributed in a gaseous me-
dium such as air

Figure 11: The fact that a PANDA test
is being prepared can no longer be
overlooked when steam and air start
being blown off. accompanied by con-
siderable noise. This is performed in
order to drive out any remaining air
from particular parts of the system, to
establish the pure steam atmosphere
required to begin a test. We concluded
the experiments, as scheduled, at the
end of 1995.
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Solar calcination. In the PSl «solar furnace», limestone
powder (CaCO ) is decomposed to CaO in a cyclone reactor
by subjecting tt to concentrated solar energy. In 1995. a con-

version of 85°J at a temperature of 1200 K (921 C) was
achieved.

(Photo: H.R. Bramaz)
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Cyclone reactor: A reaction vessel
with swirling flow, in which sunlight is
absorbed by a particle cloud

CCD = Charge Coupled Devicr

Methane: An organic compound

Renewable Energy Sources

The BIOMETH Project utilizes biomass from contaminated wood and used
and waste timber for the synthesis of pure methanoi, combined with the gen-
eration of electricity and heat. After the commissioning of a pilot plant at PSI.
with which we examined the behaviour of pollutants, we carried out a profit-
ability study in 1995 for a demonstration plant in which 100 metric tons of
used timber could be processed per day. Whether this plant can produce
methanol at a competitive price will depend very much on the taxation of fuel
from renewable resources.

The provision of a new hall for process engineering marked the beginning of
a successful summer for High-temperature Solar Technology. By using
solar energy in a cyclone reactor, the first step was taken towards the solar-
assisted manufacture of cement, specifically the process of calcination, with
a conversion rate of 85% (title picture). As a method for producing solar hy-
drogen, we are developing a two-stage metal oxide cycle (1994 Annual Re-
port). Windowless solar reactors, in which we have been carrying out the dis-
sociation of oxygen from oxide powders by using concentrated solar energy,
are important on the way to technical application. In 1995 we succeeded, us-
ing the PSI parabolic concentrator, in achieving an 85% conversion of man-
ganese oxide (MnO.) to M n p , at a temperature of 1250 K (971 C). with a
solar irradiation power of 30 kW.

Figure 1: Temperature distribution on
a silicon carbide disk, which we sub-
jected to irradiation of 1500 kW/m in
the solar furnace. The thermocouple
(TC) on the back of the disk showed
temperatures of between 1100 and
1 '->0 C.

Figure 2: Micro-reactor for spectros-
copic observation of photo-catalytic
reactions. The catalytically active
substance, through which the reaction
gases flow, is located between two
quartz windows, which simultaneously
allow the radiation to enter and obser-
vation to be carried out.
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In order to be able to quantitatively evaluate the processes in a solar furnace,
we require direct measurements of both radiation and temperature distribu-
tion at the focal point. Figure 1 illustrates such a measurement.

In the chemical conversions which are driven by solar energy, photochemical
processes are also involved, and an examination of such processes is an
important element in Solar Chemistry. During the irradiation of titanium di-
oxide with ultraviolet light in an atmosphere of carbon dioxide and water va-
pour, we observed the formation of methane, which is an indicator of the
presence of hydrogen as an intermediate product. In order to study proc-
esses such as the one described, we have developed a miniaturised meas-
urement celi (Figure 2) for use under reaction conditions.

The degree of international interest which these activities have aroused was
revealed by a workshop held at PSI at which 80 participants from six coun-
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tries joined in intensive discussions about the possibilities and future of high-
temperature solar chemistry.

Chemical and electro-chemical energy storage

We are investigating a chemical process cycle, the addition of hydrogen to
toluene and its recovery, with a view to using it for the seasonal storage of
electrical energy. Because of the costs involved, the success of this concept
will be determined, among other factors, by the service life of the solid cata-
lysts used. This means that our achievement in reactivating the precious
metal catalysts after several hundred hours of operation can be seen as a
significant step forwards.

XPS = X-ray Photoelectron Spectros-
copy. This method makes visible the
elementary composition and chemical
bonding states of atoms on the surface
of a solid material.

AES = A method related to XPS.
which, in particular, makes it possible
to measure the concentrations of light
elements on surfaces.

Spectrometer: This device is used to
measure spectra; for example, the in-
tensity distribution of the wavelengths
of light.

Figure 3: The new Electrochemistry
XPS/AES spectrometer

In the area of electrochemistry we have put a new XPS-AES spectrometer
into operation, as a major addition to our surface analysis instruments (Fig-
ure 3). With its high-resolution imaging unit, we are able to take two-dimen-
sional pictures of the surface composition of a specimen (Figure 4).

In a first application, we have used the XPS device in the development of
supercapacitors. These are short-term storage units for electrical energy,
such as could be used in the future for energy-efficient locomotives. The high
capacity of these capacitors is based on what is referred to as an electro-
chemical double layer in materials with large internal surface areas. At PSI.
we use a type of glassy carbon, as the base material, and oxidise its surface
electrochemically. We have come to understand the chemical changes which
take place on the surface in this process with the help of XPS spectroscopy.

Considerable progress has also been made in the development of recharge-
able lithium batteries for power applications. We have succeeded in insert-
ing and recovering lithium ions reversibly (= recharging), over several hun-
dred cycles, at the negative graphite electrode, and achieving charge densi-
ties of more than 300 ampere-hours per kilogram. The storage density of the
positive electrode (made of vanadium oxide) is even higher, amounting to
400 ampere-hours per kilogram during the first cycle, and 150 ampere-hours
per kilogram after 50 cycles.

Supercapacitor: A storage device for
electrical energy with very high energy
and storage densities.

Ions: Positively or negatively charged
atoms

Figure 4: Surface corrosion of alumi-
nium. By using the image-creating
capabilities of AES spectroscopy. it
was possible to show the distribution
of the element chlorine at a point of
corrosion.
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Radicals: Molecule fragments with an
odd number of electrons

Fluorescence: Excited by the inci-
dence of light, atoms and molecules in
turn emit light themselves

La?er spectroscopy:
spectra with laser light

of

Combustion Research

In the summer of 1995 we brought together the combustion research activi-
ties of the Laboratory for Combustion Engines and Combustion Technology
of ETH Zurich and of PSl. to create a joint programme. In our investigations
of combustion engines burners, and gas turbines we are expecting to
achieve some major synergy effects from the co-operation between re-
searchers in the fields of turbulent, stationary and intermittent combustion.
reaction analysis, and the highly promising area of laser diagnostics. In view
of the high proportion of fossil fuels which will continue to be used in the near
future, efficient combustion with low pollution is of particularly great impor-
tance on the road towards achieving a sustainable energy supply.

Radicals play a major role in combustion processes, and we have been able
to visualize the quantitative concentration distribution of the important OH
radical (Figure 5).

Figure 5: Concentration of OH radicals in the com-
bustion zone of a laminar gas burner, measured with
two-dimensional laser-induced fluorescence. Cali-
bration measurements enabled us to obtain the
quantitative concentrations, and compare them with
computer simulations.

Time/pa Frequency/cm

The light emission in laser spectroscopy of flames with temperatures around
2000 K at atmospheric, or even higher, pressures is strongly influenced by
collisions between gas molecules and by energy transfer processes. For a
direct characterization of these collision events, we have carried out studies
of the OH radical by excitation with a short-pulse laser system, and time-
dependent recording of the fluorescence (Figure 6).

Second to primary measures, exhaust gas treatment is still the most impor-
tant method for reducing pollutant emissions, thereby minimizing their impact
on the environment. In particular, the abatement of nitric oxide from the flue
gases of stationary combustion installations is a process of major environ-
mental importance. The group at PSl is applying the selective catalytic reduc-
tion of nitrogen oxides with urea for the detoxification of diesel exhaust
gases. We have succeeded in extensive nitric oxide removal at a gas flow
rate which is three times higher than usually employed, in a highly efficient Ti-
W-V bulk catalytic converter.

Figure 6: Energy transfer and extinction of the fluorescence of OH radicals. The
emission of light at three characteristic wavelengths (highest peaks), which corres-
pond to the optical transitions of the OH radical, were measured as a function of
time.
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Fuel cells
We continued to make further significant progress in 1995 with the develop-
ment of low-temperature fuel cells for transport applications. Based on the
PSI membrane which we reported on in 1994, we have constructed a stack of
four fuel eel! mr1u1es, each with a surface area of 100 cm-. Operating this
stack with oxygen at a pressure of 3 bar. we achieved a power output of
200 W, whu ti marks a major milestone on the road to the kilowatt fuel cells
which are required for use in hybrid vehicles.

For the next generation of such fuel cells, the weight and design of the bipolar
plates, which are used to connect the cell elements in series, in a manner
similar to a car battery, will be very important. Modern concepts are based on
thin plates made of amorphous carbon material in which the functions of gas
distribution and electrode are combined. We are using microscale engineer-
ing to manufacture prototypes, and in this way have been able to produce
channels measuring 15 urn in width and 100 [im in depth in this glassy car-
bon (Figure 7). with a 2-10 nm-thick vapour-deposited layer of platinum as
an electrode.

Fuel cell stack: Comparable to a car
battery, several cells are connected in
series in ordei to achieve the power
rating required.

Micro-saw: A very fine circular saw for
making cuts a few micrometres wide.

Bipolar plates: Separating the indi-
vidual fuel cells in a stack, distributing
gas. and acting as eletrodes

i&

' • • : * *

Figure 7: Electron microscope image of a micro-structured electrode made of glassy
carbon, which was machined using a micro-saw.

Material cycles

While the conversion of waste from our modern society into energy is now
well-established, there still remains a considerable amount of development
necessary on the recovery of secondary raw materials from solid waste, be-
fore complete materials recycling is achieved. One new process for the re-
covery of heavy metals from filter ash, developed at PSI, is based on high
temperature treatment under inert gases and oxidising atmospheres (Figure
8). With this method of treatment, it proved possible to almost completely
remove not only the toxic elements mercury, lead, and cadmium, but also
copper and the problematic element zinc, from standardised specimens.

Atmospheric pollutants

The recording of wind velocities by a network of measuring stations at PSI
made it possible to document and analyse an extraordinary meteorological
event. On 22 July 1995, a brief but violent storm along a belt 15 km long and
1 km wide caused severe damage in the valley of the lower Aare river. The
peak wind speed measured at the PSI station (Figure 9) was 158 km/h. To-
gether with the Laboratory for Atmospheric Physics at ETH Zurich, the data
were analysed to determine whether the storm was. in fact, a tornado. On
average, only two or three such storm events are recorded in Switzerland
every decade.

Figure 8: Recovering heavy metals
from filter ash. Toxic heavy metals are
released in the form of vapour from
filter ash heated to incandescence in
a controlled atmosphere, though still
below its melting point.
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PSI (ANETZ 70 m>
22 July 1995

Time UTC

Figure 9: Wind speeds measured at
PSI during the local storm on 22 July
1995.

Control
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Figure 10: Effect of increased
nitrogen concentrations on plant
growth.

The «Atmospheric Measurements» project involved experimental work in
preparation for participation in European research programmes. The objec-
tive here is to investigate the effect on Alpine ecosystems of the presence of
pollutants and of changes in the use of the land. The vertical transport of
ozone in the Alpine region is the subject of a further project. In order to track
the distribution of pollutants such as nitrogen oxides, ozone, or sulphur ox-
ides, we have developed an instrument which can simultaneously measure
the concentrations of trace substances in the atmosphere and the speed with
which they are transported.

The measurement of the concentration ratios of stable isotopes is an espe-
cially powerful technique for quantitatively determining the penetration of pol-
lutants into vegetation. Plant communities react in widely differing ways to
the presence of higher concentrations of carbon dioxide in the atmosphere,
and the simultaneous exposure to nitrogen oxides, which (after conversion
into nitrate) act to a certain extent as a fertiliser. Analysis shows that photo-
synthesis activity increases for deciduous trees, although only a part of this
increase causes further growth of the biornass above ground. Because
enzymatic processes distinguish between different stable heavy isotopes of
the important biological elements, carbon, nitrogen, and oxygen, we can
draw conclusions from the concentration ratios of these isotopes about the
absorption of nutrients, pollutants, and water (Figure 10).

Systems Analysis

In order to study with any success the movement of atmospheric pollut-
ants over complex terrain such as the central region of Switzerland and the
Alps, computer model calculations for representative wind and weather situa-
tions are needed. The analysis of a comprehensive set of meteorological
data from the Rhine Valley has revealed that all the wind data from one year
could at any time be classified as belonging to one of only twelve wind pat-
tern categories. The two most frequent categories are a typical rainy-weather
situation, with a predominant west wind, and (somewhat less often) a stable
high-pressure situation with local mountain and valley winds (Figure 11). The
wind and weather categories which have been drawn up provide a oasis for

•10
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2. High pressure
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Figure 11: Two categories of wind pattern often encounte>ed in the Rhine Valley, as identified
by us from an analysis of extensive data sets from 49 measuring stations: 1. Westerly wind
with predominant high velocity: 2. High-pressure system with local thermal winds.
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evaluating the ecological and economic effects of pollutant emissions, as well
as assessing the effectiveness of measures for reducing pollution. By using a
photochemical model, we have calculated the concentration and deposition
patterns of ozone for summer smog conditions over Switzerland.

On a worldwide scale, governments and society alike are faced with the diffi-
cult task of having to deride on imposing political regulations or taxation
measures, despite major uncertainties about the effects of an increase in at-
mospheric CO . Our economic analysis shows what it would cost to achieve
the reduction goals for CO output in Switzerland. Among other, we have
analysed three scenarios: Stabilisation of CO emissions at the 1990 level; a
reduction of 20°o by the year 2030 (relative to 1990); and a reduction of 30V
For Switzerland, we have assumed that the moratorium on nuclear energy
would continue unchanged. Figure 12 shows that in the model calculation the
marginal costs for stabilisation would amount to not more than 40 Sfr. per
reduced metric ton of CO . while ihey would increase to ten times this amount
for a CO, reduction of 30% in the year 2030. Figure 13 illustrates the effective
contributions to attaining this reduction goal, specifically in comparison with
the reference stabilisation scenario. A negligible proportion is based on a
marginally (1.7°o) smaller growth of the gross national product, with further
contributions deriving from restrictions in consumption, increased efficiency,
the substitution of mineral oil derivatives by natural gas. and a higher per-
centage of nuclear energy used in electricity production. In the scenario un-
der consideration, about 60°o of savings would be derived from the use of
renewable sources of energy, stimulated by regulatory reduction measures.

Isotopes: Types of atoms of the
same element, but with different
masses (same number of protons, dif-
ferent number of neutrons)

Marginal costs: The additional costs
involved in the reduction of CO foi
saving the last metric ton of CO within
the specified reduction goal.
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Figure 12: Marginal costs of CO reduction in Switzerland for stabilising emissions
at 1990 levels: for a 20°o reduction by the year 2030: and for a 30°o reduction by
2030.

Figure 13: The contributions made by different factors are shown for the scenario of
legislation prescribing a reduction of CO emissions by 30°o. The total reduction
goal is achieved as the sum of these component parts.
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Future targets for the spallation neutron source. SINO, will be
safely stored before and after use. This picture shows a

computer model of the arget store with the docking location
for transfer flasks and other components. Many detailed
models, from massive shielding containers and complex
interlock mechanisms to narrow-bore tubing, have been
combined to create the complete model, using modern

computers and software.
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Our work is based on thorough, reliable technology which is designed to suit
the needs of the future. Our staff are faced with challenges across a broad
front, not only because of the constant increase in demands from research,
but also because of new and more stringent regulations and legal obligations.
In 1995. more than 80 °o of our capacity directly supported research projects.
with the obvious focus of attention being on the spallation neutron source
(SINQ). This high proportion devoted to projects enables us to frequently im-
plement new technologies in finding solutions, while at the same time gaining
further experience and gathering new knowledge.

SMTP = Simple Mail Transfer Pro-
tocol; the de facto standard computer
protocol for electronic mail through the
Internet.

X.400: Official ITU (International Tele-
communication Union) standard for
electronic mail

MIME = Multipurpose Internet Mail Ex-
tension: an extension of SMTP for
transferring binary files

VMS = Virtual Memory System; the
operating system for a family of Digital
Equipment computers

Infrastructure
Increasingly, major facilities are being constructed at the PSI East site. Elec-
tronics and Electrical Engineering (AEI) has been co-operating closely
with the Department for Government Buildings in the creation of a new 16 kV
ring system for the distribution of electrical energy. This enables electrical en-
ergy to be fed in at two independent points, thereby increasing the availability
of the research facilities considerably. At the same time we are adapting low-
voltage distribution systems (230/400 V) to today's standards for new instal-
lations. Engineering companies have set out the details of the technical
specifications and are supervising their implementation.

In order for the PSI management to be able to respond with more flexibility to
changing uses of space, we have been pressing ahead with the installation of
standard wiring for buildings for telephony and data transmission, as build-
ings are being extended and renovated. This work has been planned and
supervised by the Computing Division (AGO).

This Division, in addition, has transformed the exchange of information and
documentation by electronic mail (E-mail) into an everyday routine. Thanks
to the MIME-compatible gateway which has been installed at the interface
from the SMTP world to the X.400 world, it is now possible, for example, to
exchange Word and Excel files with both internal and external colleagues.
Users now also have two additional established computer farms at their dis-
posal: IBM-Unix and DEC-Unix, which cross the boundaries between central
and decentralised computer systems. The larger proportion of the computing
capacity in the VMS cluster has been provided since the middle of the year by
computers with DEC-ALPHA processors.

Figure 1: Modular installation and replacement device for SINQ. This allows four
different units to be mounted on the same carriage.
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Spallation Neutron Source, SINQ

A substantial share of the capacity of the IBM computer system is required by
Mechanical Engineering (AMI) for design tasks relating to the spallation
neutron source. A large proportion of the individual components were de-
signed entirely by PSI staff, though nnly partly manufactured at PSI. Experi-
ence gained from existing facilities has been applied, for example, to the lay-
out and control system of the modular and replacement equipment (Figure"!).
We have developed a vacuum pump stand operating in an inert gas environ-
ment (Figure 2), for what is known as the Cold Source, used for the produc-
tion of low-energy neutrons. An industrial company manufactured the me-
chanical part, while personnel from Electronics and Electrical Engineering
carried out the critical cabling installation and were responsible for the control
system. A dry vacuum, in other words, one which is oil-free, was required for
the neutron guide tubes (Figure 3). In the solution which was provided, high-
compression turbo-molecular pumps operate via a pre-vacuum chamber on
a diaphragm pump, connected in series. This configuration is hardly used
any longer, but nevertheless considerably reduces the start-up time of the
diaphragm pump, which leads to longer maintenance intervals.

Figure 2: Vacuum pump stand for what is known as
the SINQ "Cold Source", which operates in an inert
gas environment.
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Mechanical Engineering made a significant contribution to the manufacture
of individual components for the SINQ target block, as well as the construc-
tion equipment for the proton beam-transport. Meanwhile, components for
the various experimentation instruments are already at the design and
manufacture stage.

Electronics and Electrical Engineering has been planning the electrical engi-
neering installations and preparing the programs for the automatic control
systems. We have designed the electrical supply equipment for the magnets
for extending the proton beam-line, and arranged for it to be manufactured
by industry. Also, temporary personnel were engaged to support our own
staff in carrying out the cabling of the multiple branches of the different facil-
ity components.

The major SINQ project has occupied about a third of our department ca-
pacity during the year under review. A variety of specialist groups were
committed exclusively to SINQ, in order to concentrate on exchanging expe-
rience and incorporating this knowledge in the new facility.

Figure 3: Neutron guide with the pump stand to provide a dry vacuum, and a large
number of different types of electrical connections.

MOSFET = Metal Oxide Semiconduc-
tor Field Effect Transistor

Nanosecond: 1 ns = 1 thousand-mil-
lionth part of a second

Developing and Constructing the Future

Work on current projects has proved the most demanding factor on the time
of our technical personnel, and has produced some interesting challenges.
For the development of the T:M3 area, the Power Electronics Group has de-
veloped a high-speed, 15-stage MOSFET semiconductor switch, which can
impose a voltage of 10 kV at 40 A on a deflector plate within 30 ns (Figures 4
and 5). This means that several experiments can simultaneously be supplied
with extremely high muon intensities by a high-speed beam-switching device.

In a collaboration with CERN, PSI has been manufacturing components for
high-voltage modulators. Such a device will now be used at PSI for the high-
frequency source of the pre-accelerator at the SLS test facility. The vacuum
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Figure 4: 15-stage cooled high-voltage switch using MOSFET semiconductor
technology. Switching characteristics: 40 A at 10 kV in 30 ns.

chamber has been made of stainless steel, though aluminium would be an
advantageous material for future beam-lines. However, to be able to use it,
work is currently being performed on the coating of aluminium seal surfaces
(which would otherwise be too soft) with titanium nitrides - essential for ultra-
high vacuum applications.

The successful operation of REM detectors for a full year in outer space has
brought another development consultation contract for the Electronics Sec-
tion, from the European Space Agency, ESA. We are now in a position to
apply the expertise we have gained to design the measurement electronics
for the neutron scattering instruments at SINQ.

Interdisciplinary activities at PSI often produce special demands. Through
constant confrontation with innovations in different specialist areas, and col-
laboration with specialist external organisations such as MicroSWISS, we are
expanding our abilities and thereby increasing our technical contribution to
scientific research.

REM - Radiation Environmental Moni-
tor; a detector system for the detailed
measurement of cosmic radiation on
space satellites.

MicroSWISS: Institute for the ad-
vancement of technology transfer in
the field of microelectronics, within the
framework of a government program-
me (associated, for example, with the
Brugg/Windisch Technical College).

Figure 5: High-speed beam-switching device for muons.
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Renovation of the administration building at the PSI East site
also meant replacing all the windows.
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As far as Administration and Services is concerned, 1995 was a period of
reorganisation. We had set ourselves the goal of achieving a stricter system
of management, as well as improved internal communications, so as to pro-
vide PSI with optimum service using available resources.

Reorganisation during the past year

Administration and Services at PSI covers a broad spectrum of very different
tasks. These extend from the usual functions in personnel, financing, and
procurement, the management of a scientific library, and supplying PSI with
heat and cooing water, to the running of the two Visitor Receptions, the tele-
phone exchange, the postal service, and the laundry for contaminated cloth-
ing, and the disposal of site waste.

A number of these tasks are incurred by trie special situation of PSI. The
operation of large-scale research facilities calls for shift-work and emergency
and stand-by duty, even during the night and at weekends, as well as addi-
tional services for external users. For example, the library, the central stores,
and the catering facilities are organised in such a way that their services are
available twenty-four hours a day. One of PSI's particular features is its loca-
tion in a rural setting. To a considerable extent, larger municipalities provide
commercial companies with a high proportion of their infrastructure; smaller
communities, on the other hand, could not cope with this. Resources such as
the works fire brigade, personnel transport, cooling water supply, and the dis-
posal of waste water are therefore operated at PSI partly autonomously and
partly in conjunction with the local community authorities. A third special fea-
ture is the presence of on-site nuclear installations and neighbouring nuclear
power plants. This imposes an additional demand on us for surveillance,
such as controlling access to the site, and operating an emergency action
organisation (Figure 1). The fourth characteristic relates to the radioactive
waste which is both generated on site and collected under government con-
tract and which we process and store at PSI. As these examples clearly

Figure 1: The Emergency Team in session.
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show, the tasks imposed on us are not only varied and complex, but they are
always carried out in close conjunction with other departments within PSI as
well as with external boards of the federal government, cantonal and local
community bodies, and with private industry. Thus, perfect internal and exter-
nal communication is particularly important for us.

Because PSI's resources are continually becoming more constrained, middle
management levels in administration and services are required not to be in-
put-oriented, but increasingly to be output-oriented. This means that we can
no longer make a claim on as many of the resources as we would need in
order to provide all the services demanded. We must provide the optimum
service with the resources allocated to us. This represents a change in
the understanding of placing orders, which make high demands on the man-
agers responsible and requires a modern and creative management re-
sponse from them. Because of the limited capacities now available to us, we
scarcely have sufficient reserves to cover personnel losses and unforeseen
demands. Work scheduling and preparation are therefore of particular impor-
tance. The same applies to the setting of priorities by staff and their superiors
together.This means that managers must be fully aware of the strategy
adopted by the Directorate, which in turn is a question of communication.
One difficulty with the scarcity of infrastructure resources is the fact that
smoothly running and standardised routines are needed if we are to work in
an efficient manner. Special cases and exceptional situations, with the
greater efforts which they require, can therefore no longer be treated as pri-
orities, and this means that we are sometimes looked upon as being rather
inflexible and not sufficiently service-oriented. We are trying, however, and
with increasing success, to explain our situation to our customers, both inter-
nal and external.

One of the important boundary conditions for our activity is change. Irrespec-
tive of what resources are available, new services are constantly being de-
manded. The number of personnel, projects, buildings, and installations for
which we are responsible has steadily increased over the past few years.
Many areas are now demanding modern methods and instruments. Fortu-
nately, however, new technologies often allow us to achieve economies and
savings. The constant adaptation of our services to changing require-
ments means that we are always shifting available resources between our
organisational units, for example when staff positions become available. In
addition to this, the sustained basic and advanced training of our personnel,
and the search for staff of an ever higher level, are absolute essentials.

With regard to providing optimum service, despite reducing resources, the
aim of our 1995 reorganisation was to tighten up our management proce-
dures and improve communications. The reorganisation was prepared be-
tween March and June, approved by the Directorate at the end of June, and
put into effect on 1 July 1995. Clearly, this does not end simply with the crea-
tion of a new organisational structure. We have, therefore, now begun to train
our managers systematically in how best to fulfil their demanding tasks.

Logistic Services Project

The analysis which preceded the reorganisation showed that logistics func-
tions were scattered within our Department, and that an overall strategy was
missing. We have accordingly instructed the manager of the newly-created
organisational unit, Logistic Services, to reassess and reorganise these lo-
gistic tasks within a project framework. In 1995, the unit was built up and
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logistics tasks reassigned (logistics units for procurement, distribution and
transport, operations, maintenance, and disposal).

Operational organisation and procedures have been improved and distrib-
uted tasks have been centralised. In addition, replacements were due for a
number of items of equipment (Figure 2). where procurements were made
only after careful price/performance analysis. The first step has therefore
been taken, and in 1996 our task will be to resolve special problem areas.

Figure 2: The new PSI heavy goods vehicle. After twenty years, and with 400,000 kilometres
covered, the old truck has been replaced. This vehicle is used predominantly for transporting
experimental equipment between PSI and its associate institutions.

Construction activity
During 1995 we pushed ahead with the construction of the technical infra-
structure for the spallation neutron source, SINQ. The former pickling labora-
tory was prepared to accommodate the SLS test facility, and we installed fa-
cilities for the disposal of radioactive components, in the building used for-
merly to house the DIORIT research reactor. In addition, we started the ex-
tension of the Central Building at PSI West (Figure 3), which wilt accom-
modate the centralized PSI library. We shall be able to provide office space
there for future users of SINQ, and we have produced a design for the ex-
pansion of the PSI OASE restaurant and the planned Information Pavil-
ion (Figure 4). A variety of construction work has been carried out as part of
the equipment updating programme: this covers the disposal of waste water,
in which connection it proved possible to reach a joint solution with the
Villigen and Würenlingen communities, and the extension of the electricity
supply on the PSI East Site. The Technical Laboratory was renovated in
terms of reducing heat losses, and the same work was begun on the adminis-
tration building at PSI East. Also, we have made a start on the renovation of
the Aare bridge, which was built in 1971 (Figure 5).

On land just to the north of the PSI East area, ZWILAG has started on the
construction of their installations, and can rely on PSI for the technical infra-
structure support necessary.
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Figure 3: The extension of the central
building at PSI West is under way.

Figure 4: Model of the planned OASE
extension, including the Information Pavilion.

Figure 5: Renovation of the 25-year-old Aare
bridge.
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PSI Research Committees

F1: Nuclear and Particle Physics

PSI Committee
Structure

Main Ring Cyclotron:
Prof. Dr. P. Truöl. President University of Zurich. CH

Prof. Dr. C. Hoffman LAMPF, Los Alamos. USA
Prof. Dr. F. Lenz
Dr. J.P. Perroud

Dr. J.-M. Poutissou
Prof. Dr. H. Schmitt

Prof. Dr. T. Siegel
Prof. Dr. L. Tauscher

University of Erlangen, D
University of Lausanne, CH
TRIUMF, Vancouver, CDN
University of Freiburg, D
College W&M, Williamsburg, USA
University of Basle, CH

Philips Cyclotron:
Prof. Dr. R.-H. Siemssen,

President
Prof. Dr. J. Deutsch

Prof. Dr. J.C. Dousse
Prof. Dr. A. Fässler
Prof. Dr. J.V. Kratz

Prof. Dr. B. Larsson
Prof. Dr. P.U. Sauer

Prof. Dr. I. Sick

University of Groningen, NL

Cathotlic University of
Louvain-la-Neuve. B
University of Fribourg, CH
University of Tübingen, D
University of Mainz, D
University of Zurich, CH
University of Hannover, D
University of Basle, CH

Muon Spin Rotation:
Prof. Dr. K. Maier, President

Prof. Dr. A. Baldereschi
Dr. J. W. Blatter

Dr. S.F.J. Cox
Prof. Dr. J.J.M. Franse

Prof. Dr. P.W. Percival
Dr. A. Schenck

University of Bonn, D
ETH Lausanne, CH
ETH Zurich, CH
RAL Chilton, UK
Van der Waals-Zeeman Laboratory
Amsterdam, NL
Simon Fräser University, Burnaby, CDN
ETH Zurich, CH

F2: Life Sciences

Prof. Dr. W. A. Fuchs, President
Prof. Dr. M. Anliker

PD Dr. A. Bischof Delaloye

Prof. Dr. D. Comar
Prof. Dr. M. Cuenod

Prof. Dr. P. Kleinhues

Prof. J. Kurtz
Prof. Dr. H. Möhler

Dr. C. von Planta
Prof. Dr. G. Stöcklin

Prof. Dr. N. de Tribolet

Med. Radiology, University of Zurich, CH
Biomedical Engineering and Medical
Informatics Laboratory, University of
Zurich and ETHZ, CH
Nuclear Medicine, University of
Lausanne, CH
PET Research Centre, Lyon, F
Brain Research, University of Zurich, CH
Neuropathology, University of
Zurich, CH
Radiology, University of Geneva, CH
Pharmacology/Pharmacy, ETHZ and
University of Zurich, CH
Hoffmann-La Roche, Basle, CH
Inst. of Nuclear Chemistry,
KFA Jülich, D
Neurosurgery, University of
Lausanne, CH
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F3B: Applied Solid State Physics

Dr. G. Pfister. President
Prof. Dr. M. llegems

Dipl.Ing. ETH H.-C. Koch
Prof. Dr. H.R. Ott
Dr. C. von Planta

Prof. Dr. S. Radelaar
Prof. Dr. T.M. Rice

Prof. Dr. N. de Rooij
Dr. S. Strässler

Prof. Dr. P. Wyder

Cerberus AG, Männedorf, CH
IMO-EPFL, Lausanne, CH
SINAR AG. Schaffhausen. CH
ETH-Hönggerberg, Zurich, CH
Hoffmann-La Roche. Basle. CH
Delft University of Technology, NL
ETH-Hönggerberg, Zurich, CH
University of Neuchatel, CH
Huba Control AG. Würenlos, CH
CNRS, Grenoble, F

F4: Nuclear Energy Research

Dipl.-Ing. P.U. Fischer, President
Dr. M. Salvatores
Dr. R. Rometsch

Dr. H. Fuchs
Dr. S. Pretre

Prof. Dr. H. Nickel

EGL, Laufenburg, CH
Dept. of Reactor Studies, CEA, F
Grindelwald, CH
Aare-Tessin AG, Olten, CH
HSK, Würenlingen, CH
Institute of Reactor Materials.
KFAJülich, D

Dr. G. Schriber BEW, Berne, CH

F5: General Energy Research

Dipl.-Ing. J. Gfeller, President
Prof. Dr. A. Voss

Prof. Dr. C.J. Winter
Prof. Dr. A. von Zelewsky

Prof. Dr. A. Zehnder
Prof. Dr. A. Reller

Dr. J. Hellat
Prof. Dr. A. Baiker

Dr. G. Sandstede
Dr. J.-P. Taran
Dr. G. Verdan

BEW, Berne, CH
University of Stuttgart, D
DLR, Stuttgart, D
University of Fribourg, CH
EAWAG. Dübendorf, CH
University of Hamburg, D
ABB, Baden, CH
Lab. for Technical Chemistry,
ETH Zurich, CH
Frankfurt am Main, D
ONERA/LAERTE, Palaiseau, F
Deputy Director, BUWAL, Berne, CH
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Commissions
Advisory Commissions (BK)

Dr. M. Kohn President

Dipl.-Ing. P. Borgeaud

Prof. Dr. M. Campagna

Prof. Dr. R. Dändliker

Dr. H. J. Huber

Prof. Dr. R. Hütter

Dr. E. Kiener

Prof. Dr. Verena Meyer

Prof. Dr. G. zu Putlitz

President of the Supervisory Board
of Sulzer AG

Director of Research, ABB,
Research Centre

Institute of Microtechnology,
University of Neuchätel

Senator of the Swiss
Federal Parliament

Vice-President, ETH Zurich

Director, BEW

Institute of Experimental Physics,
University of Zurich

Institute of Physics,
University of Heidelberg

Dr. P. Zinsli Deputy Director, BBW

Board of the Swiss Federal
Institutes of Technoloy

(ETH Board):
Prof. Dr. F. Waldvogel President of the ETH Board

(as from 1.7.95)

Dr. St. Bieri Vice-President and Delegate of
the ETH board (as from 1.7.95)

PSI Directorate:
Prof. Dr. M. K. Eberle Director, Paul Scherrer Institute

Dipl.-Phys. M. Jermann, Secretary
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PSI Research Commission

External members

Prof. Dr. H.R. Ott, President

Prof. Dr. D. Favrat

Dr. J. Kjems
Prof. Dr. U. Müller

Prof. Dr. M. Peter

Prof. Dr. G. Riccabona

Prof. Dr. V. Soergel

Prof. Dr. E. W. Vogt

Laboratory for Solid State Physics,
ETH, Zurich, CH
Laboratory of Industrial Energy
Systems, EPFL, Lausanne, CH
Riso National Laboratory, Roskilde, DK
Institute of Applied Thermal and
Fluid Dynamics, KFK Karlsruhe, D
Dept. of the Physics of Condensed
Matter, University of Geneva, CH
University Clinic of Nuclear Medicine,
Innsbruck, A
Institute of Physics, University of
Heidelberg, D
TRIUMF, Vancouver. CD

Internal members

Dr. G. Bauer

Dr. P. Benz
Dr. J. P. Hosemann

Dr. Q. Ingram
Prof. Dr. B. Larsson

Dr. R. Morf
Dr. F. Schlepütz

Prof. Dr. G. Yadigaroglu

Dr. P. Hasler, Secretary

Solid State Research at Large
Facilities, PSI
General Energy Research, PS)
Nuclear Energy, Safety, PSI
Nuclear and Particle Physics, PSI
Medical Radiobiology Institute, UNIZ,
and Life Sciences, PSI
Applied Solid State Physics, PSI
Energineering and Technical Services,
PSI
Institute for Energy Technology,
ETH Zurich, and Nuclear Energy,
Safety, PSI
Life Sciences, PSI

Permanent Guest
(President of the ETH Zurich Research Commission):

Prof. Dr. W. Bächtold Electromagnetic Fields and Microwave
Electronics Laboratory, ETH Zurich, CH
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